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Dear Readers!
Welcome to the new issue of Hakin9 dedicated to open source tools. Last year
we released the first edition of this project, and presented several of the most
popular tools. This year, due to popular demand we decided to publish a
second edition and invited even more creators to present their open source
project.

Each tutorial was written by the creator of the tool. They aimed to prepare
something understandable and easy to follow for you - however if you will have
any questions, their contact information is presented in the articles. Every tool
can be found on GitHub (links provided too), so if you want to support the
author or submit an issue, feel free to do it!

We would also want to thank all authors, developers, and creators for
participating in this project. We appreciate it a lot. If you like this publication
you can share it and tell your friends about it! Every comment means a lot to us.
Thank you!

Enjoy the issue,
Hakin9 Team
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Being security researchers, we all require checking for available sub-domains of the target. “Sublister” is the most
common tool but its major drawback is if there are hundreds of sub-domains, it will require a lot of time and patience
to check which ones are active. One month back, I saw this tool on my Twitter feed named “Eyewitness”. This tool
could be used to get information about whether multiple sub-domains of a particular domain are active or not. Let’s
say we have to check for active
sub-domains of google.com, then
this would go as xyz.google.com,
abc.google.com, etc., are passed to
it as a list and it would take
snapshots of all. But there is a
timeout constraint when waiting
for a response from a server while
using Eyewitness, so sometimes it
can result in false negatives. So, I
thought of working on a tool with
more accuracy and would like to
share my experience.
I opened my text editor and started to automate this tedious task in my own way by going into the network part. The
entire code that will be shown below is written in Bash scripting. The code is divided into four parts.

PART 1

Always start your Bash script with a declaration like #/!/bin/bash, it is just to define the shell you are using, it can
also be like #!/bin/sh accordingly.
{{tput}} is a command that can be used to clear screen similar to what {{clear}} does in terminal.
10
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In the {{if}} loop, we are checking whether any argument (domain name) is passed to the script or not using $1
variable, if not then we print the {{banner}} specifying the usage.
Next, we jump onto the {{else}} loop that gets executed if any argument (domain name) is supplied. We can also
use {{tput}} for formatting features, like making the content bold. In the beginning of the else loop, first a banner is
presented and using {{read}} command in Bash, input of the user is taken. If user asks to check for active state of
sub-domains, then a nested {{if-else}} loop gets started within the {{else}} loop.
Hence, if the user selects “Y” then we go to the sublister directory, which comes along with the cloned package.

PART 2

Once the sub-domains are enumerated via sublister, they are stored in “output.txt” file in the sublister directory.
Every command is written using reverse quotes (` `) to execute it in Bash.
“-f ” is used to check if a file from previous scan is present, if it is there then remove {{rm}} will remove it.
Start with nslookup on all the sub-domains stored in “output.txt” file as this tool works by looking for open 80,
443 ports of sub-domains to verify whether they are active or not so we need the IP address of all the sub-domains
before we can proceed with nmap scan.
We use {{awk}} command with nslookup to fetch only the IP address of the sub-domains from the entire output and
use “> >” so that we don’t overwrite anything in output “ip_$1.txt” file.
We use {{echo}} to print a message every time we want to display something. Some might be noticing that -e is used
after echo. -e signifies the usage of escape sequence like /e[1m…../e[0m, for making text bold. Further, it has been
used for colouring the text; the colour codes can be found on Google.
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Once all the IPs are fetched {{nmap}} scan is carried out on ports 80, 443 of all the IP addresses by using -iL
option to pass it the list of IPs previously generated and using -oG to generate an output list of all the active IPs (but
with a lot of other content).
Finally, we get an output file like “port_status_$1.txt” from nmap.
“while” loop is being used along with {{-r read line}} to go through the entire input file passed to it.

PART 3

Now we remove any file containing active IPs that previously existed in the directory. Also, to put the output of any
command in a text file, {{echo}} is used.
The output from nmap contains a lot of content so by using {{grep}} and {{cut}} commands, we get an output file
containing just active IP addresses in a file “active_ip_$1.txt”, but wait the IPs we get here are in horizontal
format, again use awk command with a “for” loop to align the results in a vertical format and store it in a file
“result.txt”, {{tee-a}} command is used to put the output in a file. If we use “echo” here instead of “tee” then
the output would again be in the horizontal format, which we don’t want.
In the final stage of the “else” loop, which we have been parsing, we now use “nslookup” again in a while loop to
fetch the IP addresses of all sub-domains generated from sublister and if output from nslookup is empty, we print
“sub-domain is inactive”, otherwise we compare each output of nslookup, i.e. IPs, with the IPs of result.txt file
by using {{cat file | grep -c parameter}}, thus print an output like “sub-domain is inactive” on the
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terminal and hence store all the active sub-domains name in a file “active_domain.txt” using {{echo}} and
{{>>}}.

PART 4

The beginning of the fourth part consists of the same code that is given in the previous part. This is just an else portion
that is called when we are running the tool for the first time and the “active_domain.txt” doesn’t exist. If it exists
then its “if” part, which is quite similar and mentioned above, will be called and {{rm}} will be done first.
Finally, we have all our sub-domains stored in a file which can be further used for scanning and exploitation.
But what if we would have entered “N” in the beginning instead of “Y”, whether or not to check for active
sub-domains. Then, we jump to the “else” part and all the process would have been carried out but just for the
domain, i.e. name to IP, nmap scan and finally the output being stored in an output file.
So, if [$z! = “”] this means there is content in the output file hence “sub-domain is active” will be printed
on the terminal and vice-versa.
This was a complete overview of my tool PortWitness.
Note: All the “if-else” loops used in Bash end with “fi” and “while” loops end with “done” statement.
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[Hakin9 Magazine]: Hello! Thank you for

[H9]: Where did the idea of creating your

agreeing for the interview, we are honored!

project come from?

How have you been doing? Can you tell us
something about yourself?

[ST]: My project began when I was hunting for bugs in
a particular application and using sub-domain

[Sahil Tikoo]: It also feels great and thanks for having

enumeration on that target revealed a lot of

me here. I am doing good and I was waiting for this

sub-domains. I got really frustrated by seeing so many

opportunity to explain the working of my tool to

sub-domains and had no way to find the ones that are

everyone. I am currently pursuing my Engineering from

actually active. But I knew about this tool, Eyewitness

Mumbai and I am also working as an intern in a security

[visual recon tool], that could give me what I require

company known as Network Intelligence. I have two

but it had some drawbacks, like it was inaccurate. So

years experience in bug hunting of web apps, mobile

my next question to myself was why not use nmap to

apps, networks as well as browser pentesting. I always

find out the active sub-domains? So I kept on thinking

had this interest to resolve the problems I face in bug

about the possibilities of being able to use nmap,

hunting and here I am with this tool.

nslookup and Sublist3r alltogether to get what I want.

[H9]: Can you tell us more about about your
project?
[ST]: My entire project is built using Bash scripting in
which I have used Sublist3r
(https://github.com/aboul3la/Sublist3r) to find all the

Then finally, after a few days of brainstorming, I finally
knew what I had to make. I thought Bash scripting was
a good option to code and started to automate the
entire process.

[H9]: What was the most challenging part in
creating your project?

sub-domains of a URL, then used nslookup to convert
the obtained sub-domains to IP addresses, finally

[ST]: The most challenging part was when I was stuck

passing that list of IP addresses to nmap for scanning

in a situation where I had the list of all active IP

the ports 80 and 443 of those sub-domains. The

addresses but I didn’t know how to display the output,

obtained IP addresses, whose port 80 or 443 or both

like ‘www.example.com is active’. At first, I thought that

were open, were stored in a text file and then the text

I can directly pass the list to a loop where I can use

file of active IP addresses was compared with the list of

`host` command to convert the specific IP address to its

sub-domains to display the active sub-domains. It is

domain name. The problem here was that the `host`

only compatible with Linux environments.

command does not resolve the IP to domain name
properly every time. So instead, I came up with a
solution to pass the Sublist3r’s output to a while loop,
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which converted each domain to IP and checked that IP

`google.com` then also try to enumerate domains like

against the list of active IP addresses in the text file. If

`gmail.com` as well.

the IP showed up in the text file then I would display
that IP’s domain name from the Sublist3r’s output.

[H9]: Did anything surprise you during the
process?

[H9]: Any plans for the future? Are you planning
to expand your tool, add new features?
[ST]: Right now I don’t have any such plans, but I am
thinking about making the tool a little bit faster. Maybe

[ST]: I was really surprised to see that the entire

I will develop a Python version of this tool where I will

process of developing took me a lot of time. I didn’t

add some sort of multithreading or multiprocessing.

think that it would take me so long, but as it is said that
“saying something is easy but implementing it is never
easy” so the same happened here.

[H9]: What about the feedback from the github
community? Does it influence your software?

[H9]: Did any ideas for new projects emerge
from that experience?
[ST]: A few days after developing the tool, I was just
thinking about how to get more out of OSINT
techniques. At that moment, I thought about

[ST]: The response from the Github community was

developing an automated tool for fetching results from

fabulous. As soon as my tool was displayed on Kitploit’s

duckduckgo search engine using dorks. So, I might

Twitter page ‘The hacker tools’, it got a lot of

start to work on it as soon as possible.

appreciation from our community and people started
forking and starring my project on github. Now it has
around 60 stargazers and it feels really amazing to
contribute to my community. People have really found
it helpful in improving their OSINT techniques.

[H9]: Have they made any suggestions that you
wouldn’t have thought of on your own? Do you
plan on implementing any?

[H9]: Do you have any thoughts or experiences
you would like to share with our audience? Any
good advice?
[ST]: See, for the newbies out there in infosec
community who really think they can change the way
things work in infosec by automating the tasks, but
really don’t know where to start or think like they won’t
be able to accomplish the task, for those people, I have

[ST]: I got one suggestion from a person on Twitter. He

just one advice - to just start it and don’t just assume

told me to add a feature to enumerate domains other

that things are difficult. While developing any

than the main domain, like if the domain mentioned is

automated tool, you might think you are not getting
the desired output but at that moment just take the
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help from the people around you, you can reach out to
the infosec community through forums or platforms like
github, Twitter, etc. So, don’t lose hope and just dive
right into it without thinking too much.
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While IPv6 adoption is increasing on the internet, company networks that use IPv6 internally are quite rare. However,
most companies are unaware that while IPv6 might not be actively in use, all Windows versions since Windows Vista
(including server variants) have IPv6 enabled and prefer it over IPv4. In this blog, an attack is presented that abuses
the default IPv6 configuration in Windows networks to spoof DNS replies by acting as a malicious DNS server and
redirect traffic to an attacker specified endpoint. In the second phase of this attack, a new method is outlined to exploit
the (infamous) Windows Proxy Auto Discovery (WPAD) feature in order to relay credentials and authenticate to
various services within the network. The tool Fox-IT created for this is called mitm6, and is available from the Fox-IT
GitHub.

IPv6 attacks
Similar to the slow IPv6 adoption, resources about abusing IPv6 are much less prevalent than those describing IPv4
pentesting techniques. While every book and course mentions things such as ARP spoofing, IPv6 is rarely touched on
and the tools available to test or abuse IPv6 configurations are limited. The THC IPV6 Attack toolkit is one of the
available tools, and was an inspiration for mitm6. The attack described in this blog is a partial version of the SLAAC
attack, which was first described in 2011 by Alex Waters from the Infosec institute. The SLAAC attack sets up various
services to man-in-the-middle all traffic in the network by setting up a rogue IPv6 router. The setup of this attack was
later automated with a tool by Neohapsis called suddensix.
The downside of the SLAAC attack is that it attempts to create an IPv6 overlay network over the existing IPv4 network
for all devices present. This is hardly a desired situation in a penetration test since this rapidly destabilizes the
network. Additionally the attack requires quite a few external packages and services to work. mitm6 is a tool that
focuses on an easy to setup solution that selectively attacks hosts and spoofs DNS replies, while minimizing the impact
on the network’s regular operation. The result is a Python script that requires almost no configuration to set up, and
gets the attack running in seconds. When the attack is stopped, the network reverts itself to its previous state within
minutes due to the tweaked timeouts set in the tool.

The mitm6 attack
Attack phase 1 – Primary DNS takeover
mitm6 starts with listening on the primary interface of the attacker machine for Windows clients requesting an IPv6
configuration via DHCPv6. By default, every Windows machine since Windows Vista will request this configuration
regularly. This can be seen in a packet capture from Wireshark:
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mitm6 will reply to those DHCPv6 requests, assigning the victim an IPv6 address within the link-local range. While in
an actual IPv6 network, these addresses are auto-assigned by the hosts themselves and do not need to be configured
by a DHCP server, which gives us the opportunity to set the attacker’s IP as the default IPv6 DNS server for the
victims. It should be noted that mitm6 currently only targets Windows-based operating systems, since other operating
systems, like macOS and Linux, do not use DHCPv6 for DNS server assignment.
mitm6 does not advertise itself as a gateway, and thus hosts will not actually attempt to communicate with IPv6 hosts
outside their local network segment or VLAN. This limits the impact on the network as mitm6 does not attempt to
man-in-the-middle all traffic in the network, but instead selectively spoofs hosts (the domain it is filtered on can be
specified when running mitm6).
The screenshot below shows mitm6 in action. The tool automatically detects the IP configuration of the attacker
machine and replies to DHCPv6 requests sent by clients in the network with a DHCPv6 reply containing the attacker’s
IP as DNS server. Optionally, it will periodically send Router Advertisment (RA) messages to alert client that there is
an IPv6 network in place and that clients should request an IPv6 address via DHCPv6. This will, in some cases, speed
up the attack but is not required for the attack to work, making it possible to execute this attack on networks that have
protection against the SLAAC attack with features such as RA Guard.
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Attack phase 2 – DNS spoofing
On the victim machine, we see that our server is configured as a DNS server. Due to the preference of Windows
regarding IP protocols, the IPv6 DNS server will be preferred to the IPv4 DNS server. The IPv6 DNS server will be
used to query both for A (IPv4) and AAAA (IPv6) records.

Now our next step is to get clients to connect to the attacker machine instead of the legitimate servers. Our end goal is
getting the user or browser to automatically authenticate to the attacker machine, which is why we are spoofing URLs
in the internal domain testsegment.local. On the screenshot in step 1, you see the client started requesting information
about wpad.testsegment.local immediately after it was assigned an IPv6 address. This is the part where we will be
exploiting during this attack.

Exploiting WPAD
A (short) history of WPAD abuse
The Windows Proxy Auto Detection feature has been a much debated one, and one that has been abused by
penetration testers for years. Its legitimate use is to automatically detect a network proxy used for connecting to the
internet in corporate environments. Historically, the address of the server providing the wpad.dat file (which provides
this information) would be resolved using DNS, and if no entry was returned, the address would be resolved via
insecure broadcast protocols such as Link-Local Multicast Name Resolution (LLMNR). An attacker could reply to
these broadcast name resolution protocols, pretend the WPAD file was located on the attacker’s server, and then
prompt for authentication to access the WPAD file. This authentication was provided by default by Windows without
requiring user interaction. This could provide the attacker with NTLM credentials from the user logged in on that
computer, which could be used to authenticate to services in a process called NTLM relaying.
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In 2016, however, Microsoft published a security bulletin MS16-077, which mitigated this attack by adding two
important protections:
- The location of the WPAD file is no longer requested via broadcast protocols, but only via DNS.
- Authentication does not occur automatically anymore even if this is requested by the server.
While it is common to encounter machines in networks that are not fully patched and are still displaying the old
behaviour of requesting WPAD via LLMNR and automatically authenticating, we come across more and more
companies where exploiting WPAD the old-fashioned way does not work anymore.

Exploiting WPAD post MS16-077
The first protection, where WPAD is only requested via DNS, can be easily bypassed with mitm6. As soon as the victim
machine has set the attacker as IPv6 DNS server, it will start querying for the WPAD configuration of the network.
Since these DNS queries are sent to the attacker, it can just reply with its own IP address (either IPv4 or IPv6
depending on what the victim’s machine asks for). This also works if the organization is already using a WPAD file
(though in this case it will break any connections from reaching the internet).
To bypass the second protection, where credentials are no longer provided by default, we need to do a little more work.
When the victim requests a WPAD file, we won’t request authentication, but instead provide it with a valid WPAD file
where the attacker’s machine is set as a proxy. When the victim now runs any application that uses the Windows API
to connect to the internet, or simply starts browsing the web, it will use the attacker’s machine as a proxy. This works
in Edge, Internet Explorer, Firefox and Chrome, since they all respect the WPAD system settings by default.
Now when the victim connects to our “proxy” server, which we can identify by the use of the CONNECT HTTP verb, or
the presence of a full URI after the GET verb, we reply with a HTTP 407 Proxy Authentication required. This is
different from the HTTP code normally used to request authentication, HTTP 401.
IE/Edge and Chrome (which uses IEs settings) will automatically authenticate to the proxy, even on the latest
Windows versions. In Firefox, this setting can be configured, but it is enabled by default.
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Windows will now happily send the NTLM challenge/response to the attacker, who can relay it to different services.
With this relaying attack, the attacker can authenticate as the victim on services, access information on websites and
shares, and if the victim has enough privileges, the attacker can even execute code on computers or take over the entire
Windows Domain. Some of the possibilities of NTLM relaying were explained in one of our previous blogs, which can
be found here.

The full attack
The previous sections described the global idea behind the attack. Running the attack itself is quite straightforward.
First we start mitm6, which will start replying to DHCPv6 requests and afterwards to DNS queries requesting names
in the internal network. For the second part of our attack, we use our favorite relaying tool, ntlmrelayx. This tool is
part of the impacket Python library by Core Security and is an improvement on the well-known smbrelayx tool,
supporting several protocols to relay to. Core Security and Fox-IT recently worked together on improving ntlmrelayx,
adding several new features which (among others) enable it to relay via IPv6, serve the WPAD file, automatically
detect proxy requests and prompt the victim for the correct authentication. If you want to check out some of the new
features, have a look at the relay-experimental branch.
To serve the WPAD file, all we need to add to the command prompt is the -wh parameter and with it specify the host
that the WPAD file resides on. Since mitm6 gives us control over the DNS, any non-existing hostname in the victim
network will do. To make sure ntlmrelayx listens on both IPv4 and IPv6, use the -6 parameter. The screenshots below
show both tools in action, mitm6 selectively spoofing DNS replies and ntlmrelayx serving the WPAD file and then
relaying authentication to other servers in the network.
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Defenses and mitigations
The only defense against this attack that we are currently aware of is disabling IPv6 if it is not used on your internal
network. This will stop Windows clients querying for a DHCPv6 server and make it impossible to take over the DNS
server with the above described method.
For the WPAD exploit, the best solution is to disable the Proxy Auto detection via Group Policy. If your company uses
a proxy configuration file internally (PAC file) it is recommended to explicitly configure the PAC URL instead of
relying on WPAD to detect it automatically.
While writing this blog, Google Project Zero also discovered vulnerabilities in WPAD, and their blog post mentions
that disabling the WinHttpAutoProxySvc is the only reliable way that, in their experience, disabled WPAD.
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Lastly, the only complete solution to prevent NTLM relaying is to disable it entirely and switch to Kerberos. If this is
not possible, our last blog post on NTLM relaying mentions several mitigations to minimize the risk of relaying
attacks.
Detection
The Fox-IT Security Research Team team has released Snort and Suricata signatures to detect rogue DHCPv6 traffic
and WPAD replies over IPv6:
# Snort & Suricata signatures for:
# https://blog.fox-it.com/2018/01/11/mitm6-compromising-ipv4-networks-via-ipv6

alert udp fe80::/12 [546,547] -> fe80::/12 [546,547] (msg:"FOX-SRT - Policy - DHCPv6
advertise";

content:"|02|";

offset:48;

depth:1;

reference:url,blog.fox-it.com/2018/01/11/mitm6-compromising-ipv4-networks-via-ipv6/;
threshold:type limit, track by_src, count 1, seconds 3600; classtype:policy-violation;
sid:21002327; rev:2;)
alert udp ::/0 53 -> any any (msg:"FOX-SRT - Suspicious - WPAD DNS reponse over IPv6";
byte_test:1,&,0x7F,2; byte_test:2,>,0,6; content:"|00 04|wpad"; nocase; fast_pattern;
threshold:

type

limit,

track

by_src,

count

1,

seconds

1800;

reference:url,blog.fox-it.com/2018/01/11/mitm6-compromising-ipv4-networks-via-ipv6/;
classtype:attempted-admin; priority:1; sid:21002330; rev:1;)

Where to get the tools
mitm6 is available from the Fox-IT GitHub. The updated version of ntlmrelayx is available from the impacket
repository.
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Disclaimer: this article & project is for academic purposes only.
Some weeks ago, I read about this Starbucks case where hackers hijacked laptops on the
WiFi network to use the devices’ computing power to mine cryptocurrency and I thought it
might be interesting perform the attack in a different way.
The goal of this article is to explain how the attack of MITM (Man(Person)-In-The-Middle)
can be done to inject some JavaScript in the HTML pages to force all the devices connected
to a WiFi network to be mining a cryptocurrency for the attacker.
The objective is to have a script that performs an autonomous attack on the WiFi network. It’s what we have called
CoffeeMiner, as it’s a kind of attack that can be performed in the cafes’ WiFi networks.

1. The Scenario
The scenario will be some machines connected to the WiFi network, and the CoffeeMiner attacker intercepting the
traffic between the users and the router.

1.1. Scenario configuration
The real scenario is a WiFi with laptops and smartphones connected. We have tested in this real world scenario, and it
works. But for this article, we will see more deeply how to set up in a virtual environment.
28
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We will use VirtualBox to deploy our virtual scenario https://www.virtualbox.org/ .
First of all we need to download a Linux disk image and install it into a VirtualBox machine, for this example we will
use Kali Linux images https://www.kali.org/
Once we have the ISO image downloaded, we prepare three VBox machines with the Linux image installed.
To configure the defined scenario, we need to prepare each machine with a role:
• Victim
‣ will be the machine that connects to the Router and browses some pages.
• Attacker
‣ will be the machine where it runs the CoffeeMiner. It’s the machine that performs the MITM.
• Router / Gateway
‣ will act as a normal gateway.

Once the attack is performed, the scenario will be:

To configure each one of the machines, we will do the following configuration:
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• Victim
‣ network adapter:
๏ eth0: Host-only Adapter
‣ /etc/network/interfaces:

• Attacker
‣ network adapter:
๏ eth0: Host-only Adapter
‣ /etc/network/interfaces:

• Router / Gateway
‣ network adapter:
๏ eth0: Bridged Adapter
๏ eth1: Host-only Adapter
‣ /etc/network/interfaces:
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2. CoffeeMiner, understanding the code
2.1. ARPspoofing
First of all, we need to understand how the MITM attack is performed.
From Wikipedia:
“In computer networking, ARP spoofing, ARP cache poisoning, or ARP poison routing, is a technique by which an
attacker sends (spoofed) Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) messages onto a local area network. Generally, the aim
is to associate the attacker’s MAC address with the IP address of another host, such as the default gateway, causing
any traffic meant for that IP address to be sent to the attacker instead.”
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ARP_spoofing
To perform the ARPspoofing attack, we will use the dsniff library.

2.2. mitmproxy
mitmproxy is a software tool that allows us to analyze the traffic that goes through a host, and allows to edit that
traffic. In our case, we will use it to inject the JavaScript into the HTML pages.
To make the process more more clean, we will only inject one line of code into the HTML pages. And that will be the
line of HTML code that will call to the JavaScript cryptocurrency miner.
The line to inject the crypto miner is:

2.3. Injector
Once we have the victim’s traffic intercepted, we need to inject our script on it. We will use the mitmproxy API to do
the injector:
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2.4. HTTP Server
As we have seen, the injector adds a line to the HTML, with a call to our JavaScript crypto miner. So, we need to have
the script file deployed in a HTTP Server.
In order to serve the JavaScript cryptocurrency miner, we will deploy a HTTP Server in the attacker machine. To do
that, we will use the Python library ‘http.server’:

The code above is a simple HTTP Server that will serve our crypto miner to the victims, when they require it.
The JavaScript miner, will be placed in the /miner_script directory. In our case, we have used the CoinHive JavaScript
miner.
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2.5. CoinHive crypto miner
CoinHive is a javascript miner for the Monero cryptocurrency (XMR). It can be added to a website, and will use the
user CPU power to calculate hashes with the Cryptonight PoW hash algorithm to mine Monero, based on CryptoNote
protocol.
CoinHive miner makes sense when a user stays in a website for mid-long term sessions. So, for example, for a website
where the user’s average session is around 40 seconds, it doesn’t make much sense.
In our case, as we will inject the crypto miner in each one of the HTML pages that victims request, will have long term
sessions to calculate hashes to mine Monero.

3. CoffeeMiner, putting it all together
The main objective is to tie all the previous concepts in one autonomous deployment. This will be the CoffeeMiner.
The idea is to have the CoffeeMiner script that performs the ARPspoofing attack and sets up the mitmproxy to inject
the CoinHive cryptominer into victims’ HTML pages.
First of all, we need to configure the ip_forwarding and IPTABLES, in order to convert the attacker’s machine into a
proxy:

To perform the ARPspoof for all the victims, we will prepare a ‘victims.txt’ file with all the victims’ IPs. To read all the
victims’ IPs, we prepare some Python lines, that will get the IPs (and also the gateway IP from the command line args),
and performs the ARPspoof for each one of the victims’ IP.
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Once we have the ARPspoofing performed, we just need to run the HTTP Server:

And now, we can run the mitmproxy with the injector.py:

3.1. CoffeeMiner, final script
Now we put all the concepts explained above in the ‘coffeeMiner.py’ script:

And also in the ‘injector.py’ script:
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And to execute, we just need to do:

4. Demo
In order to do the demo, we set up the VirtualBox scenario explained above.
If we want to perform the attack manually, we will need the following terminals:
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Then, once the ARPspoofing attack is done and the injector and the HTTP Server are ready, we can go to the victim’s
machine and browse to a website. The victim’s traffic will go through the attacker machine, and will activate the
injector:
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As a result, the HTML pages that the victim is viewing will have the HTML lines of code that the attacker has injected.

4.1. Demo video
In the following video, we can see the complete attack in the scenario, using the coffeeMiner.py script:
●

VirtualBox demo:
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Real world WiFi network and laptops demo:

Conclusion
As we have seen, the attack can be easily performed, and also can be deployed to be an autonomous attack in a WiFi
network.
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Another thing to have in mind is that for a real world WiFi network, it’s better to perform the process with a powerful
WiFi antenna, to reach better the entire physical zone.
The main objective was to perform the autonomous attack, but we still need to edit the victims.txt file with the IP
addresses of the victims’ devices. For a further version, a possible feature could be adding an autonomous Nmap scan,
to add the IPs detected to the CoffeeMiner victims list. Another further feature could be adding sslstrip, to make sure
the injection is also in the websites that the user can request over HTTPS.
The complete code is available in the github repo: https://github.com/arnaucode/coffeeMiner

Disclaimer: this article & project is for academic purposes only.
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Summary:
• Introduction
• Installation
• Running Galileo
• Usage and Examples
• Conclusion

Introduction
Galileo (Web Application Audit Framework) is an open source penetration testing tool for web application, which
helps developers and penetration testers identify and exploit vulnerabilities in their web applications. Galileo is built
on Python 2.7 and can run on any platform which has a Python environment.

Installation
Prerequisites
Make sure you have the following tool ready before starting installation:
• Git client: sudo apt-get install git
• Python 2.7
• Pip version 1.1: apt-get install python-pip
Installation steps:
git clone https://github.com/m4ll0k/Galileo.git && cd Galileo
pip install -r requirements.txt && python galileo.py

Running Galileo
Before running Galileo, users need to know the basics about how the tool works behind the scenes.

Main modules type
The framework has seven main modules types: bruteforce, disclosure, exploits, fingerprint, injection, scanner and
tools.
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Bruteforce Module
This module contains/will contains all the various scripts to perform bruteforce attacks:
• Directory Bruteforce
• File Bruteforce

Disclosure Module
This module contains/will contains all the various scripts to retrieve information about the target:
• Email Disclosure
• Private IP Disclosure
• Credit Cards

Exploits Module
This module contains/will contains all the various scripts to exploit some specific softwares and components:
●

Shellshock

Fingerprint Module
This module contains/will contains all the various scripts to fingerprint about the target:
• Detect Server
• Detect Various Framework
• Detect Various CMS

Injection Module
This module contains/will contains all the various scripts for injection the various payloads:
• SQL Injection
• OS Command Injection
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Scanner Module
This module contains/will contains all the various script for scanner the various softwares and components:
• ASP Trace Scan

Tool Module
This module contains/will contains all the various script and tools:
• Socket (similar netcat)

Usage and Examples
Basic run: python galileo.py
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Set/Unset the global options:

Search modules:

Use module and show options:
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Show info:

Set options:
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Run module:

Various tools
• Base64 encode and decode
• MD5 Hash
• Random generator
• Sha1 Hash
• Hex Number
• URL Encode and Decode
• Invoke External Tools
• Socket
• More to come

Conclusion
Since this is only the first version, the tool must still be improved. So you can help to improve it for the next versions.
Contributions of any type are always welcome!! Send an email to the developer (m4ll0k@protonmail.com) to let us
know how you want to help, your interests, etc., and I'm sure something exciting will come up.
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[Hakin9 Magazine]: Hello Felipe Daragon

details behind websites, users quickly found out that it

(Syhunt)! Thank you for agreeing to the

can also be used for malware hunting, web

interview, we are honored! How have you been

development and other activities. The browser has

doing? Can you tell us something about

been built with Chromium at its core – the same engine

yourself?

that powers the Google Chrome browser, but Sandcat
comes with Lua* rather than JavaScript as its extension

[Felipe]: Many thanks for the invitation! I’m great! It’s a

language, which gives it architectural simplicity and

bit cold and cloudy right now here. I was coding a

uncanny flexibility. This project recently gave birth to

SAST* tool last night while listening to music and

another open source project, called Huntpad, which is

sometimes pausing to look at some light rain falling

a notepad application designed for penetration testing.

outside the office window. For me, this is the best
(*) Lua which in Portuguese means Moon, is a powerful,

weather to code. It has been a busy couple of weeks,

fast, lightweight, embeddable scripting language,

getting deeper into security aspects of web

heavily used in the game industry and security tools

applications that are built using MEAN**. This is the

such as Wireshark, Snort and nmap.

work I’ve been doing for some time now, as an
application security specialist, diving into cutting edge

The language combines simple procedural syntax with

technologies so that I can create and shape the tools

powerful data description constructs based on

that will help protect them against attacks or allow to

associative arrays and extensible semantics. Being

inspect them like the Sandcat browser and its cousin

dynamically typed, Lua runs by interpreting bytecode

project Huntpad.

for a register-based virtual machine, and has automatic
memory management with incremental garbage

(*) SAST stands for Static Application Security Testing, a

collection. Lua is thus ideal for configuration, scripting,

testing methodology that analyzes the source code of

and rapid prototyping.

applications to identify vulnerabilities.

[H9]: Where did the idea of creating your project

(**) MEAN stands for MongoDB, Express, AngularJS,

come from?

NodeJS. These are JavaScript based technologies used
today to develop complex web applications.

[Felipe]: It started with the notion of re-envisioning the
user interface of the web application security scanner I

[H9]: Can you tell us more about your project?

developed. I wanted the scanner to be tightly

[Felipe]: Yup, let me start by properly introducing the

integrated with a custom web browser, making easier

Sandcat. Sandcat is a web browser I designed with

not only the execution of automated but manual

penetration testing in mind. Because it exposes the
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penetration testing. The Sandcat browser started then

are stored in these container files, all mapped by a

as a parallel project and kept evolving to the point

binary index file. I had to come up with my own way to

where integrating the application scanner as an

read the cache, which worked but before that my mind

extension became possible.

was blown. LOL

[H9]: What was the most challenging part in

[H9]: Do you think more security professionals

creating your project?

should look into learning Lua?

[Felipe]: Initially, I was using Trident (IE’s engine) and

[Felipe]: Definitely, pen-testers want to see tools and

Python as extension language, then Chromium was

functions broken out and able to be used separately,

released in 2008 and a bit later I stumbled upon the

but still be able to work together to complete some

Lua language. Integrating and shipping Python as an

task, and this is something that Lua does very well. Lua

extension language was not nearly as successful,

was built with modularity, extensibility and flexibility in

practical and beneficial as using Lua, which was really a

mind, so I think it’s an ideal programming language for

game changer. Developing my own web browser with

hackers.

the features I wanted and needed turned out to be a
great way to sharpen my programming skills, master
Lua, learn more about the architecture of web browsers

[H9]: What about the feedback from the github
community? Does it influence your software?

and make me comfortable with open source. With so

[Felipe]: I’m always paying attention to feedback from

many open source components at its core, making it

social networks - the ones I like more are discussion

open source as a whole became a natural step.

threads where users bluntly share their opinions and

[H9]: Did anything surprise you in the process?
[Felipe]: I was amazed with how difficult it was to read
cached resources generated and stored by the
Chromium library. Cached files don’t have their original
names, which was something I would expect.
Resources were sometimes compressed with zlib, which
is something easy to deal with, but I quickly found out
that Chromium stores files smaller than 16k in block
files which are essentially container files holding many

thoughts like the tool author is not watching. Probably
the most funny or valuable comments out there to be
read, if you don’t get easily offended. LOL

[H9]: Did you ever got feedback that made you
think of something you would have never
stumbled upon on yourself?
[Felipe]: The kind of feedback I read gave me a
confidence that the project was on the right track,
which is something very valuable. But when it comes to

smaller files, and the metadata about the cached files
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innovation, I have been just doing a lot of research and

If you hunt bugs, Huntpad

listening to my inner voice and thoughts.

(github.com/felipedaragon/huntpad). and Sandcat

[H9]: Any plans for the future? Are you planning
to expand your tool, add new features?

(github.com/felipedaragon/sandcat) may help you save
your time when performing websec testing. I hope you
enjoy the projects!

[Felipe]: Today I’m more an improviser than a planner,
intuitively choosing what to explore next, but because
all my projects are interlinked, sharing the same code
base and components, they are constantly evolving
together. Major updates to Sandcat and Huntpad are
planned for the near future and contributions are
always welcome.

[H9]: Do you have any thoughts or experiences
you would like to share with our audience? Any
good advice?
[Felipe]: When I started coding, over a decade ago, I
only cared if the code was going to work. As the time
passed, I learned how it was important to keep it clean,
organized and componentized. Carlos Drummond de
Andrade, a well-known Brazilian poet and writer once
said, “Writing is the art of cutting words”. I believe this
applies well to programming as well. If you write code,
remember to cut lines, keep it as simple as possible
and avoid redundancy – this should be a continuous
goal. Producing rushed code that just works is still a
reality for many busy developers out there and the
impact often goes beyond stability, code maintenance
and readability issues, it becomes harder to secure and
manually review the produced code for vulnerabilities
and weaknesses.
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PeNCrawLer is a multi-threaded tool designed for penetration testing.
It’s open-source, coded in C# and includes two separate parts:

Web-Crawler
Web-Crawler is a tool for automatically crawling web applications. It uses various intelligent techniques to collect web
contents in a fast way with good performance.
Let me first explain the features and configuration options before starting the tutorial.

Figure 1. Advanced Settings Menu

Figure 2. Advanced Settings
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Crawling Settings:
These features only apply on Web-Crawler.
• Follow Redirects
By enabling this option, you can handle redirects on target, there is no need to worry about redirecting into
another domain, the crawler automatically prevents it.
• Rendering JavaScript
Some websites use JavaScript to create a webpage. By enabling this option, the program is able to render
JavaScript when crawling.
But you should know that it will reduce the crawling process.
• Scrapping HTML
Scrapping HTML extracts important page elements. Crawler uses these settings to extract web-page links:
a) Extract Links from HTML Elements
By using this option, crawler is able to extract links from HTML Elements in web content. Let’s look at
this example:
<!DOCTYPE html>

<html>

<body>

<a href="https://www.w3schools.com">Visit W3Schools.com!</a>

</body>

</html>
Sample 1. Extracting Links by HTML tag
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• Where:
๏ HTML Tag is: a
๏ Attribute is: href
๏ Extracted value is: https://www.w3schools.com
b)

Extract Links by Regex Pattern
If you need to find links with a regex-pattern, you can enable this option and let the crawler do the rest.
This default pattern in the crawler can extract links from web contents. Links with [http, https, ftp]
protocols. You can check your pattern validity by pressing “Check Pattern” button.

• File Extensions
Configuring these settings helps the crawler to handle files on server.
a)

Blacklist
Enabling this options helps crawler to block non-important files and reduce network usage. Also, it
makes the crawler faster. You can separate extensions with a ‘,’ character.

b)

Whitelist
By enabling this option, the crawler will download the specified extensions on your storage. You can
separate extensions with a ‘,’ character.

• Limit Crawling Similar Links
All of us have to face URLs like site.com/?id=1, and the ?id parameter can have a huge amount of values, it
could go up to ?id=99999 or more. Other crawlers would visit every single one of those pages, treating each of
them as a unique URL, which sometimes might generate a an incredibly large amount of traffic, and infinite
crawling (which slows down overall crawling).
For that specific reason, this crawler is designed to detect duplicate URLs with specified regex pattern, and
only visit a unique URL once (or any custom number). Thus, it can crawl very large websites in a matter of
minutes.
• Search for String
If you’re looking for some texts or strings on a website, you can enable this option and allow the crawler to find
the specified pattern for you.
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You can search for strings in both web-content and URLs.
• Form Submission
These settings control whether and how the crawler submits HTML Forms. Crawler can identify forms in
HTML content by: Action URL, method, fields and values.

NOTE: The following settings apply on both Web-Crawler and Dir-Buster
• HTTP Settings
These settings control the request headers used in HTTP requests made by the PeNCrawLer.
You can configure a custom list of headers to be used in PeNCrawLer requests. This may be useful to meet
specific requirements of individual applications - for example, you can add Set-Cookie value into headers list to
make the application work in a logged-in website.
• Proxy
These settings let you configure PeNCrawLer to use a HTTP proxy, all outbound requests will be sent via this
proxy.
• Authentication
These settings let you configure PeNCrawLer to automatically carry out platform authentication to destination
web servers. Supported authentication types:
๏ Basic
๏ Digest
• Engine
These settings control the engine used for making HTTP requests. The following options are available:
1.

Number of threads - This option controls the number of concurrent requests the PeNCrawLer is able
to make.

2.

Number of retries on network failure - If a connection error or other network problem occurs,
PeNCrawLer will retry the request the specified number of times before giving up and moving on.
Intermittent network failures are common when testing, so it is best to retry the request several times
when a failure occurs.
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3.

Throttle between requests - Optionally, PeNCrawLer can wait a specified delay (in seconds) before
every request. This option is useful to avoid overloading the application, or to be stealthier.
Careful use of these options lets you fine tune the PeNCrawLer engine, depending on the performance
impact on the application, and on your own processing power and bandwidth. If you find that the
PeNCrawLer is running slowly, but the application is performing well and your own CPU utilization is
low, you can increase the number of threads to make your scan proceed faster. If you find that connection
errors are occurring, that the application is slowing down, or that your own computer is locking up, you
should reduce the thread count, and maybe increase the number of retries on network failure and the
pause between retries.

Now that we have finished the settings tutorial, let’s see how PeNCrawLer works:

Figure 3. Crawler

Working with crawler is super easy; configure the Advanced Settings first, then choose your target and press Start
button. That’s all.
To create a report for your crawling process, right click on Site-Structure map and press “Save Report”.
In the “Search Result” tab, you can access the result of your requested search patterns. If you need to save/copy your
result, just do it like the previous step.
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Figure 4. Crawler, Search Result

Dir-Buster
Dir-Buster is designed to brute force directories and file names on web/application servers. Often, the case is what looks like a
web server in a state of default installation is actually not, and has pages and applications hidden within. Dir-Buster attempts to
find these.

Figure 5. Dir-Buster

As you can see in the first tab, Dir-Buster can work with two Scanning types:
• Dictionary Attack
Use a word-list to start your attacking process. If you need a good list, you can download the OWASP
Dir-Buster list:
http://downloads.sourceforge.net/dirbuster/DirBuster-Lists.tar.bz2?use_mirror=osdn
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• Brute force Attack
Attacking with pure brute force method, you can set your own “Charset” or using predefined charsets. To set up
a range for a word, you have to set these values:
๏ Min Length
๏ Max Length
Are you wondering how we can check if a file/directory is really valid and exists? Let’s look at the “Detection” tab.

Figure 6. Dir-Buster, Detection

We can handle “not found errors” here. It’s highly recommended that you use your own custom configuration for each
server you scan.
○

Success Status Code
If Dir-Buster faces any of these success codes, it will detect file/directory as a valid and existing one.

○

Failure Status Code
If Dir-Buster faces any of these failure codes, it will detect file/directory as non-valid and non-existing
one.

○

Not Found Regex Pattern
If Dir-Buster matches the content of web response with this pattern, it will detect file/directory as a
non-valid and non-existing one. Don’t forget to check your pattern before starting.

○

Not Found HTML Source
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If Dir-Buster matches the content of web response exactly with the given HTML Source, it will detect that
page as a non-valid one.
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OWASP Mth3l3m3nt Framework

OWASP Mth3l3m3nt (Modular Threat Handling Element) Framework is a simple and portable set of utilities
designed to make the life of a penetration tester easy in verifying some key elements/artefacts on the go more easily.
The main features are:
• Multi-Database Support (JIG, SQLite, MySQL, MongoDB, PostgreSQL, MSSQL)
• LFI/RFI exploitation Module
• Web Shell Generator (ASP, PHP, JSP, JSPX, CFM)
• Payload Encoder and Decoder
• Custom Web Requester (GET/HEAD/TRACE/OPTIONS/POST)
• Web Herd (HTTP Bot tool to manage web shells)
• Client Side Obfuscator
• String Tools
• Whois
• Cookie Theft Database (CTDB)

Payload Store
This module was built to aid in a few things; during pentests, we mostly come up with payloads on the fly that we often
lose sight of when re-performing or encountering similar targets. The elements that are stored here would help the
penetration tester remember the elements below:
• Payload itself.
• What strategy was used to come up with the payload?
• What exactly affected the target.
• How it affected the target.
Therefore, this module is simply a store of such precious artefacts that save us time on any given pentest.
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Generic Requests
This module sought to be used to create proof of concept and try out requests especially when one has a very small
command of cURL. The module comes with a twist of adaptability though and works in the following hierarchy:
• Use cURL to make requests;
• If cURL is not available, then perform the same requests using fsock (Internet or Unix domain socket
connection);
• If the above are not available, use raw TCP sockets.
Take as an example, a scanner has indicated that a server runs tomcat, or you need to see the version disclosure of the
system; an easy proof instead of using command line would be to point mth3l3m3nt to the URL to get the full list of
headers and use that to show the above.
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Above, as we can see as an example, the Hakin9 portal has quite a number of headers set that tell us more about the
nature of the platform.
Other than headers, we can also perform regular full web requests to check responses; this is particularly useful in
testing REST and SOAP APIs as you can see output in its raw format.

Shell Generator
This module was made to make it a bit more painless to find and use web based backdoors by generating a minimal
shell as finding and downloading shells is usually a challenge in some environments, makes it easier by generating a
webshell by language and these web shells can be used in conjunction with another feature to be discussed later called
webherd or in isolation. So we can say “be gone oh ye prophet of doom that says I have to code this to own this.”
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Payload Encoder/Decoder
This is a small utility to enable one to encode and decode various elements of a payload simply instead of finding
multiple encoders/decoders online, a simple and easy to use interface goes a long way.
In the example below, assume we were to do an SQL injection and needed to append the name hakin9 in our query as
a mini-obfuscation or generally due to the fact that we want to avoid using quotes in our string. We simply select the
hexadecimal value with a prefix of 0x to denote that it is hexadecimal and not a regular string.

The reverse can be done using the decoder element

☺
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WHOIS
This is nothing big, just the basic reconnaissance feature of “whois” put in a graphical user interface, helps in gaining
information about a particular asset, e.g. below is the information from exploit-db on one of the key assets on the
internet for pentesters.
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Client side Obfuscator
This is a simple utility that obfuscates client side code using JavaScript unescape function; it becomes particularly
useful not only to pentesters in hiding their payloads on the client side but also to developers that would like to avoid
hotlinking or people reading their code with ease.

LFI Exploiter
This module was written to ensure that penetration testers can develop working proof of concept exploits within
seconds on a graphical user interface and utilize them over time. It currently supports two strategies of LFI that can be
leveraged but more can be created over time as the tool morphs. The strategies are:
Append payload to the cookie header and do an injection via the cookie when it controls elements of the application,
e.g. for Koha’s LibLime, it loaded the language templates via the cookie, allowing one to bypass this and invoke other
elements other than language files.
Appending of a payload to the URL (most generic form of LFI) where you add a payload to the URL and it is built with
the payload to attempt file extraction, e.g., on WordPress Plugin Membership Simplified v1.58 - Arbitrary File
Download.
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Cookie Theft Database
This module was built to give a little more potency in the attacks done via stored XSS (Cross Site Scripting) to move
proof of concepts from the regular alert (1) exploits to something meaningful, ideally to enable one to steal cookies,
possibly replay them and impersonate users or trick them into performing unintended actions, or annoy them :-D,
and page contents then verify them as workable elements. It takes a number of items into consideration for a
“campaign” (stored XSS instance against a page and its change of state). It considers:
• Referring page that lead to the vulnerable page
• Change in state and cookies on vulnerable page.
It does all this by appending a virtual iFrame on the page and populating with a form (not visible on page) that can
monitor certain elements in the DOM as required and send them back to the C2 as a POST request.
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Web Herd
Lastly, we have our little webherd, it is common when performing a pentest on a number of targets to have backdoors
everywhere and lose sight of them, and this tool can work in conjunction with the Shell Generator function to give
workable backdoors, but would ideally work with any minimal shell using POST. It gives a neat display of shells and
allows you to control and run commands from the interface like a basic C2 server. This comes in quite handy when
managing the shells and is even more helpful when you need to “rm –rf backdoor” or “del /q backdoor”
before closing on a security assessment in order to not leave clients “bugged”.
No one likes an inflicted RCE

☺

Below is the simple dashboard of a new backdoor uploaded to the location shown.

Below is a sample showing how to run commands on the backdoor from Mth3l3m3nt and get responses; comes in
quite handy, as is seen from our compromised windows target below.
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About
Sn1per is an automated scanner that can be used for penetration testing and bug bounties to enumerate and scan for
vulnerabilities. There are two editions of Sn1per currently available – Sn1per Professional and Sn1per Community
Edition.

Sn1per Professional
Sn1per Professional is Xero Security’s (https://xerosecurity.com) premium reporting solution for managing large
pentest and bug bounty scopes. Sn1per Professional provides several enhanced features beyond the Community
Edition to allow users to easily find interesting hosts and vulnerabilities.

Features
• A professional reporting interface.
• A slideshow for all gathered screenshots.
• Searchable and sortable DNS, IP and open port database.
• Detailed host reports with high level recon data.
• Quick links to online tools, recon links and detailed reports.
• A personalized notes field for each host.
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Screenshots
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Licensing
A Sn1per Professional license can be obtained from the Xero Security website (https://xerosecurity.com) or by
contacting support@xerosecurity.com.

Sn1per Community Edition
Sn1per Community Edition is the classic command line driven scan engine to perform reconnaissance of single targets
and small environments.
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Features
• Automatically collects basic recon (i.e., whois, ping, DNS, etc.)
• Automatically launches Google hacking queries against a target domain
• Automatically enumerates open ports
• Automatically brute force sub-domains
• Enumerate DNS info and check for zone transfers
• Automatically checks for sub-domain hijacking
• Automatically runs targeted Nmap scripts against open ports
• Automatically runs targeted Metasploit scan and exploit modules
• Automatically scans all web applications for common vulnerabilities
• Automatically brute forces all open services
• Automatically enumerates SSL/TLS ciphers, protocols and vulnerabilities
• Automatically exploits popular and cutting edge public vulnerabilities
• Automatically gathers screenshots of all web sites
• HTML/PDF/TXT reporting output of all scans

Kali Linux Install
Installation is straightforward and easy from within Kali Linux. To install, copy the git repository to your Kali machine
(i.e. git clone https://github.com/1N3/Sn1per) and run the install.sh script to begin installing.
• ./install.sh
This will install sniper into the following directory:
• /usr/share/sniper

Getting Started
After the installation is complete, you can run (sniper –help) to view all options and scan modes.
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Scan Modes
Sn1per includes the following scan modes and options to adapt to various scenarios when performing a penetration
test or scanning a target environment for bug bounties.
• NORMAL: Performs basic scan of targets and open ports using both active and passive checks for optimal
performance (i.e. sniper -t <target>).
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• STEALTH: Quickly enumerates single targets using mostly non-intrusive scans to avoid WAF/IPS blocking
(i.e. sniper -t <target> -m stealth).
• AIRSTRIKE: Quickly enumerates open ports/services on multiple hosts and performs basic fingerprinting.
To use, specify the full location of the file which contains all hosts, IPs that need to be scanned and run sn1per
-f /full/path/to/targets.txt -m airstrike -w <workspace_alias> to begin scanning.
• NUKE: Launch full audit of multiple hosts specified in text file of choice. Usage example: sniper -f
/pentest/loot/targets.txt -m nuke -w <workspace_alias>.
• DISCOVER: Parses all hosts on a subnet/CIDR (i.e. 192.168.0.0/16) and initiates a Sn1per scan against each
host. Useful for internal network scans (i.e. sniper -t 10.0.0.0/24 -m discover -w 10.0.0.0).
• PORT: Scans a specific port for vulnerabilities. Reporting is not currently available in this mode (i.e. sniper
-t <target> -p port).
• FULLPORTONLY: Performs a full detailed port scan and saves results to XML (i.e. sniper -t <target>
-m fullportonly).
• WEB: Adds full automatic web application scans to the results (port 80/tcp & 443/tcp only). Ideal for web
applications but may increase scan time significantly (sniper -t <target> -m web).
• WEBPORTHTTP: Launches a full HTTP web application scan against a specific host and port (i.e. sniper
-t <target> -m webporthttp -p 8080).
• WEBPORTHTTPS: Launches a full HTTPS web application scan against a specific host and port (i.e. sniper
-t <target> -m webporthttps -p 8443).
• UPDATE: Checks for updates and upgrades all components used by sniper (i.e. sniper –update).
• REIMPORT: Reimport all workspace files into Metasploit and reproduce all reports (i.e. sniper -w
<workspace_alias> --reimport).
• RELOAD: Reload the specific workspace (i.e. sniper -w <workspace_alias> --reload).

Getting Help
For all questions and comments regarding Sn1per Community Edition, users can submit a new issue ticket via the
Sn1per Github page (https://github.com/1N3/Sn1per). For all inquiries regarding Sn1per Professional, users can email
support@xerosecurity.com.
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Preamble
In the world of IT security, there are a lot of technical attacks. One of them is the Brute-Force. It consists in finding a
password, trying multiple ones using an authentication system without knowing the correct password.
The success of this attack depends on the quantity of passwords tried and the time we are willing to spend on it.
Indeed, the longer the attack, the more chance it has to succeed. But keep in mind that an attack can last few hours,
days, years or even centuries.
Two methods are used. The first one tries all characters, one after the other, until finding the correct one. The second
one is smarter as it uses a dictionary containing multiple passwords.
This one increases the chances to find a password, provided that the dictionary is consistent. Indeed, lots of wordlists
present on the Internet are generic and a weak percentage of these passwords match with your target. Otherwise,
public wordlists are sometimes voluminous and requires time to try all passwords, knowing that there is a tiny chance
to match with a password.
Lama is a tool that improves this method. Indeed, it reduces the size of the dictionary while making it more relevant.

Presentation
Lama is a tool written in C. It is a free open source UNIX tool made to generate a word list. The goal is to get a custom
password dictionary to a particular target.
Therefore, it is important that words in this list match with the target to stay relevant.
Keep in mind that Lama generates a simple password list, the goal is to be fast and targeted rather than slow and
exhaustive.
The idea of Lama crossed my mind thanks to one of my relatives who put as his wifi password [city][department]. I
told myself, the password is simple, but it is too long and complex to test all personal information of this person, just
as it is too long to build a “home-made” dictionary. That's how Lama was born.
Finally, you should know that there were already tools on the Web, but they were not fast enough and lacked
functionality. Note also that the syntax of Lama is reminiscent of Crunch software but they are different tools. Crunch
mixes characters/templates while Lama mixes words and alters them.

Install
Lama is a C project, so before using it, it is necessary to compile and install it on the OS. All you need to
compile/install is GCC and Make. It is also preferable to have GIT to simplify the downloading project.
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Downloading:

# git clone https://github.com/tatam
# lama
# cd lama/

Compilation:
# make
Installing: (Note that it is needed to be root to install the binary into /bin/)
# make install
Lama project is now installed on your system.

Make a list
As we have seen, Lama mixes a given wordlist to generate a dictionary. So, the first step is to build an information list
on a target. Take the following context:
Here, the target is named Alice Rivest. She was born on May 6th, 1947 in Schenectady, United States, where she
currently lives at 17th street of Trush with her husband Bob Shamir born on July 6, 1952. They met in 1977. She has no
children or animals. Her nickname is Lili. She works for MIT. The goal is to find the password of her company
mailbox. Here is what the list of information might look like:

# cat alice.lst
2017|2016|2015|2014|2013
alice|lili
rivesta
a
r
6|06
may|5|05
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1947|47
schenectady
us
nyc|new-york
new
york
united
states
17
trush
36
bob
1977|77
mit|MIT
cambridge
massachusetts
mail|e-mail|email|mailbox
All pipe "|" you see is an alias character. This means that the word 'alice' and 'lili' are synonymous and cannot be in the
same password (Indeed, it is unlikely that 'alice' and 'lili' are in the same password). Use more aliases to improve the
relevance of your dictionary.
Now, some explanations:
- '2017|2016|2015|2014|2013' // Lot of people put actual years in these passwords.
Lot

past
- 'a' or 'r'

of people never changes these password, so put many back
years in your initial information list.
// The initials of Alice.

- 'massachusetts' or 'cambridge'

// MIT localization
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Use lama
Now our list is ready. Let's use Lama to mix and alter this one.
Here, a small usage of lama
# lama
Usage:
lama [min] [max] [file] [Options]
Option:
• -h

Display output information as human readable format.

• -n

Print without transformation.

• -c

Print with first letter capitalized.

• -C

Print with first letter capitalized of each word.

• -L

Print with leet speak transformation.

• -S

Add specials characters to the words list.

• -N

Add numeric sequences to the words list.

• -y

Force the answer to 'y' (yes) before the password generation.

Example:

lama 2 5 wordlist.lst -n -c -C > dictionnary.lst
lama 1 4 wordlist.lst -LS -h > dictionnary.lst
lama 1 2 wordlist.lst -nyh > dictionnary.lst

More help:
man lama
The first two arguments are [min] and [max]. They constitute the concatenation interval. [min] means the word
minimum took to concatenate, and [max] the maximum. Lama begins with the smallest to the largest through
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intermediate values. Here, I will use '1 4'. So the biggest final password will be a merged four-word length. An example
of concatenation over an interval of 2: alicemit (alice + mit).
The third argument is the wordlist, here 'alice.lst'
The rest are for alteration options. Here, I use these: -n -c -C -L -S -h (See usage or man for more details).
Finally, I redirect the stdout to a wordlist file: '> alice.dico'
lama 1 4 alice.lst -ncCLSh > alice.dico
lama will generate 38 368 905 words.

(~527M)

-n will generate 12 595 910 words.

(~155M)

-c will generate 4 665 731 words.

(~59M)

-C will generate 10 774 299 words.

(~156M)

-L will generate 10 332 965 words.

(~157M)

Do you want to process? [y/N] y
Generation... Done
You can also time Lama with the 'time' command. To do this, use the -y option to automatically accept generation:
# time lama 1 4 alice.lst -ncCLShy > alice.dico
Lama will generate 38 368 905 words.

(~527M)

-n will generate 12 595 910 words.

(~155M)

-c will generate 4 665 731 words.

(~59M)

-C will generate 10 774 299 words.

(~156M)

-L will generate 10 332 965 words.

(~157M)

Generation... Done
Real 0m9,514s
User 0m5,688s
Sys 0m0,608s
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So we have just generated nearly 40 million targeted passwords in just 9s. The build time depends on the performance
of your hard drive/SSD.
You just have to use this dictionary to make a "smart" Brute-Force with 'John', 'Hydra', 'Aircrack', etc.

Conclusion
As we have seen, Lama allows more targeted attacks and much faster than the traditional Brute-Force. Indeed, the
generation time is small compared to the Brute-force itself. This discredits still a little more the reliability of
traditional password. Indeed, it is nowadays preferable to use an encryption key rather than a password when
possible.
When the password is unavoidable, do not include too much personal data in it and add randomness.
It is also strongly recommended to use electronic safes like KeePass2.
The advantage is that it is necessary to remember only one password (the master) that will decipher your password
base. Moreover, this kind of tools helps you automatically generate robust and random passwords for all your accounts
(mail, social network, administrative, etc.).

Bonus
John the Ripper
You can directly redirect the stdout towards 'John' to Brute-Force without storing all the passwords on your disk:
lama 1 4 wordlist.lst -ncCLShy | john /tmp/unshadow --stdin

WPA/WPA2
Lama can be useful to Brute-Force WPA/WPA2 passwords, but the size of WPA passwords are only between 8 and 63.
To avoid generating a dictionary with unnecessary passwords, you can pair Lama with the pw-inspector tool available
in the 'Hydra' package
lama 1 4 wordlist.lst -ncCLShy | pw-inspector -m 8 -M 63 > dictionnary.lst
This dictionary is made of passwords with a size between 8 and 63 characters.
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AirpyDump
airpydump is a wireless packet analyzer that captures packets on the fly, analyzes them and displays what information
these packets are carrying with them, like which encryption is employed to better serve the purpose of security or
which two devices are sending packets to each other thatclearly identifies a connection between two stations. These
stations could be an AP and a client or a client vs client. Well, what else you can think of airpydump is airodump-ng,
which is included in the airmon suite. Besides just the live sniffing as the airodump-ng does, airpydump also provides
the support of three other modes:
• Reader Mode
• Stealth Mode
• Live Mode
Live Mode works-the same as airodump-ng do but stealth provides a better execution. Suppose, just in case you got a
Raspberry Pi and you wanna run through your building or a place where you go on a walk, stealth mode keeps on
capturing packets and keeps enumerating details until you press CTRL+C. As soon-as it encounters a break, it will
print all the captured data. Here’s the basic explanation of these three working modes:

Reader:
It will help you with reading the already captured files, like with wireshark and airodump-ng. It will read all the
packets and just simply put the data on screen and eventually could be helpful in reading what’s already saved on the
disk.

Stealth:
Stealth mode is there to provide a stealthy execution at the places where you don’t want to quickly observe the target
network or an area where you don’t wanna get caught with a laptop or a device that is unavailable at the time. I
remember a case like mines when I wanted to scan the college wireless networks and I wasn’t allowed to take my
laptop with me. So, there I bought a Raspberry Pi but when I bring up the airodump-ng interface, the screen messed
up every time. But thankfully, I’d build this script and stealth mode let me get through with the situation. After that, I
realized that the college wasn’t just operating a single network. They were operating four other networks too at the
same time. Theother four were hidden.

Live:
As named, live mode prints the accumulated data as soon the wireless card captures the packet and it is analyzed by
the airpydump script. Though it still have some problems to cope with, it works fine until you change the terminal
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dimensions. So, just don’t mess with terminal dimensions or try to change what by default you are given or you’ll have
to shutdown your terminal and restart it again.

Cloning:
Clone into the repository:
$ git clone https://github.com/maximMole/airpydump
This will clone the repository from github.

Syntax:
The syntax here is pretty simple as most of the other scripts are included with it.
$ python airpydump.py [argument[,...]]
Now, comingto the point of how would you operate the various modes as defined. For reading a captured file, i.e.
running in the reader mode:
$ python airpydump.py -r /root/Documents/gul.cap
where /root/Documents/gul.cap is the full path to captured file. A lively screenshot:

Again now, operating in stealth mode. So, we could have the whole traffic on the end:
$ python airpydump.py -i wlan0mon –live
Where wlan0mon is the monitor mode interface that is going to be used for capturing the packets. Airpydump in
stealth mode:
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Now, operating it in live mode:
$ python airpydump -i wlan0mon -c –live -c, --curses.
Both options explain the script to use curses library to print what is captured. Curses is actually a Python library that
helps to cope with screen and other important screen features that are unavailable on the standard terminal screen. A
screenshot for live mode:

While the upper screen is provided by curses. The screen vanishes when the CTRL+C button is pressed, leaving
nothing behind. But a coloured copy of this data will be printed on the screen as the curses screen collapses. You can
take a stealth screenshot as a model example for this.

Arguments:
Given arguments are:
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-h, --help: Prints the manual.
-I, --interface: Monitor Mode interface to use.
-c, --curses: Should be used with live sniffing.
-r, --read: Read a given captured file.
-w, --write: Write data to a file.
-l, --live: Should be used with stealth mode.

Data:
Now, we would look over some of the important printed fields. Let's take a screenshot as a model example:

Note the above fields from the ESSID row:
• BSSID: ID of the target Access point.
• ESSID: Name of target Access Point.
• Pwr: Signal strength for the used adapter, given if correctly specified within the packets.
• Beac: Beacon frames received.
• Data: Data frames received. Large amounts also specify that the client is rapidly using the network.
• Enc: Type of Encryption used.
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• Cipher: Pairwise Cipher used.
• Auth: Which Authentication protocol was used.
• Ch: Channel on which Access point is operating on.
• Vendor: Company Name ofdevicebeing used.
Now, from the second row, the Client’s information:
• BSSID: ID of the AP with which the client is connected, which is given right next to this field.
• CLIENT: ID of the client connected to the AP.
• PWR: Explains the signal strength of the client.
• Frames: Frames transferred between the AP and the client.
• Vendor: Company name of client device.
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I didn't find the tool I wanted on the internet, so I decided to make my own.

[Hakin9 Magazine]: Hello Mohammed! Thank you

[M]: Developing a tool is based on your knowledge, I

for agreeing for the interview, we are honored!

mean, it depends on what your interests are.

How have you been doing? Can you tell us
something about yourself?
[Mohammed]: Hey Hakin9, my name is Mohammed
and I'm an ethical hacker from Yemen.

[H9]: Can you tell us more about your projects?
[M]: Well, all my projects are programmed and
developed with PHP. wpCrack, for example, depends
on one of WordPress’ PHP classes that it uses to
encode the passwords to hashes. My tool gets a
wordlist source then converts it to an array. After this,
encode it with the WordPress hash class, then it is
matched with the hash to be broken.

[H9]: Where did the idea of creating your project

For instance, if you want to develop a web penetration
testing tool, you need to be a web hacker.

[H9]: What was the most challenging part in
creating your project?
[M]: Matching the hash with the encoded wordlist.
[H9]: What about the feedback from the github
community? Does it influence your software?
[M]: Unfortunately, no.
[H9]: Any plans for future? Are you planning to
expand your tool, add new features?
[M]: Yes, I'll add some new options in the future.

come from?

[H9]: Can you tell us about those options?

[M]: I didn't find the tool I wanted on the internet, so I

[M]:

decided to make my own.
1. [detect-make sure] the hash is WordPress hash

[H9]: What about your other tools? Did you have
the same inspiration for BadMod as for
wpCrack?

2. crack hashes from wordlist
3. online crack without wordlist [generate random
passwords]

[M]: Yes, all my tools not just badmod.
[H9]: Is it hard to develop a tool? We receive
many questions from beginners - do you need to
have an advanced knowledge in cybersecurity to
develop a tool?
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[H9]: Do you have any thoughts or experiences
you would like to share with our audience? Any
good advice?
[M]:
1.

Understand How things Work

2.

Keep Learning New Things

3.

Don’t Give Up

4.

Google is your friend!

Thanks for reading!
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[Hakin9 Magazine]: Hello Stefan! Thank you for

disconnect. Send that packet every 100ms or so and

agreeing to the interview, we are honoured!

you effectively block all connections. Since the 802.11

How have you been doing? Can you tell us

Wi-Fi standard was released, this vulnerability existed

something about yourself?

and there has been little to no action to prevent it.

[Stefan Kremser]: Hi, thank you for this opportunity!

Which is crazy if you think about the damage you can

I’m Stefan, 20 years old and from Germany. I’m

do with it!

currently studying computer science and I was always

I had a lot of fun making and testing my tool. With the

interested in programming and hacking! I learned

ESP8266 it was easy and cheap to create a device that

about Arduino and programming in a school project.

could disconnect every 2.4GHz Wi-Fi by the click of a

Then, in 2016, I decided to buy some electronic parts

button. Before that, you usually needed a computer

online and start making my own Arduino projects. The

running Linux with the right tools and a compatible

ESP8266 was one of the chips I bought and I quickly

Wi-Fi card. Even with a Raspberry Pi, that’s way more

realized that bringing LEDs to blink just wasn’t it. I knew

expensive than a chip everyone can buy for as little as

a bit about network hacking and that you could

$2 USD from China.

disconnect someone just by sending the right packets.
After a lot of research, I found a way to do packet

I made a web interface to control the device, so

injection on the ESP8266 and began experimenting. I

everyone could just use a cheap development board

released the deauther in January 2017 and since then,

like the NodeMCU for it, because the ESP8266 needs

I’m working on all kinds of Wi-Fi and hacking projects.

some external components to make it accessible over
USB.

[H9]: Can you tell us more about about your
project: Deauther?

Installing it is also quite easy, you just have to flash a
binary file onto the chip over the USB connection. Or

[SK]: Yes, so the main feature of it is to perform

you compile and edit the source yourself with the

deauthentication attacks against selected WiFi

Arduino IDE.

connections. When a connected Wi-Fi device gets a
deauthentication packet, it will close the connection.
These packets are meant to close a connection safely
and they don’t use any encryption. If you have the
MAC address of the access point (and it’s broadcasting
that constantly) you can easily form a packet addressed
to everyone associated with that network and they will

I wasn’t sure if releasing the tool would be the right
thing, since it can be abused by everyone. But now,
more people are aware of the problem, they get
interested in electronics, making and hacking and
asking companies to implement measures to prevent
against it!
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Personally, I don’t have fun killing Wi-Fi connections.

certain topic or attack. I think there is a big potential for

For me, the fun is in writing the code.

such hacking related channels on YouTube!

And, since the tool is so accessible and great for a nice

[H9]: Where did the idea of creating your project

party trick, a lot of YouTubers jumped on it and made

come from?

videos about it. Sadly, most of them are giving out
wrong information, like calling it an illegal Wi-Fi
jammer. If deauthing is jamming, then every Wi-Fi
device would be a Wi-Fi jammer, since they send the
same packets. Jammers simply block a frequency range
by creating as much noise as possible.

[SK]: I was just playing around, testing things. I wanted
to do something with the ESP8266 and not just using it
to control LEDs or read data from sensors. That I
started with deauthing was more or less a coincidence.
I wanted to see where the limits were with the chip.
Connecting microcontrollers to Wi-Fi alone is awesome

This kind of advertisement gets attention and I was

but became boring quickly, I wanted to use the full

lucky and surprised how quickly it became famous

power of the device. I think what gave me inspiration

among the community.

were the YouTube videos I watched about it. There

[H9]: Do you have a favourite video that was
made about your tool? Anything you could
recommend for people to watch?
[SK]: I don’t think I have one favorite, but I would
recommend looking for “PwnKitteh” and “Seytonic” on
YouTube, both made multiple good videos about the
Deauther, but also other interesting tools and projects.

[H9]: Do you pay attention to the hacking
community at YouTube?
[SK]: I do follow a few hacking related channels, but I
wish there would be more. More about news and the
general discussion about hacking and security. There
are so many tutorials about specific Kali Linux tools, but
so little quality videos explaining the details behind a

were already a lot of interesting projects online. For
example, people were using it to make a Wi-Fi device
sniffer or host a simple game server on it.
And when I found out how to send my own Wi-Fi
packets with it, I remembered the deauthentication
attack that is also possible with aircrack or other
hacking tools.

[H9]: What was the most challenging part in
creating your project?
[SK]: I didn’t know much about C, C++ and Arduino or
anything about the Esp8266, so I learned everything I
needed on the way writing the project, which lead to a
lot of mistakes, so I released a rewritten version 2 this
year.
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But the most challenging part for me is to constantly

[SK]: Absolutely, I actually met a lot of friends over my

explain the details to people that just want to build

GitHub repository. Currently the GitHub issue section is

their “Wi-Fi jammer”. These YouTubers did a good job

filled with beginners having troubles setting things up.

getting casual people interested but they completely

But that is also a kind of feedback, which is why I put so

failed to explain any of the important details of my

much effort into the current wiki page. Most of the

project. So I often have to explain things, like why it’s

questions I’m getting can be answered just by

not a jammer, or that one Wi-Fi interface is not capable

searching a bit on the repository. Either it’s already

of multi-tasking and losing the connection to the web

answered in old issues or it’s described in the wiki.

interface is expected when you scan or attack. After all,
it’s a $2 chip, don’t expect a Linux distro on it with
dedicated Wi-Fi cards. It’s also not capable of attacking
5GHz Wi-Fi networks, since it only has a 2.4GHz
transmitter.
But all of that is not the point of the project, it’s about
making it easy, affordable and accessible. I want to
inspire people and show people two things; it doesn’t
have to be just about making LEDs blink and that you
don’t have to be a genius or invent anything new to

[H9]: Any plans for future? Are you planning to
expand your tool, add new features?
[SK]: Well, I’m getting to the limit of available RAM
and CPU power on that little device. Not to mention
that I had to hack a 2 year old SDK to get the packet
injection to work properly. So I can’t even use the latest
features of the ESP8266 development tools.
What I’m currently doing is expanding the hardware
support.

become a hacker. And if the ESP8266 isn’t enough for
you, you can always go use a computer or a Raspberry

You can already control it with a little OLED screen and

Pi to build something similar with more features and

a couple of buttons – nothing complicated or

better performance.

expensive.

[H9]: Is this the first project of this kind you did?

Now I’m trying to make the whole in and output as
adaptable as possible, so people can control it from a

[SK]: Yes! It was also my first open source project I

Raspberry Pi or using the USB connection instead of

published. Of course, I did play around with some

the web interface. I also try to make it compatible with

hacking tools and Arduino before, but that was rather

all kind of displays and buttons (like a rotary instead of

simple stuff that I just made for myself.

the push buttons).

[H9]: What about the feedback from GitHub

The goal here is to make it more interesting for people

community? Does it influence your software?

that want to build their own custom hardware!
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Of course, I’m also constantly trying to fix bugs and
make everything more stable, but it’s not always easy
with this kind of low level programming.

[H9]: Do you have any thoughts or experiences
you would like to share with our audience? Any
good advice?
[SK]: I often get the question “how did you learn all
this?” I learned the basics of programming in school,
everything else I Googled. If you want to start coding,
hacking or making something – just do it! Don’t
overthink anything. Start with something easy. Publish
early and get people interested. You can always
improve it later if you feel like it. You don’t have to
come up with something new, it doesn’t have to be
perfect and it doesn’t have to be anything “useful”. As
long as you have fun and learn something, you’re
doing a great job. It’s important that you share your
project, because then you get feedback, help and
motivation automatically. There’s a community for
everything online. Even making open source Arduino
tools for hacking Wi-Fi! I met a lot of people over
GitHub, Twitter and Discord servers from makers and
hackers on YouTube.
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ESP8266 Deauther 2.0 - Scan for WiFi devices, block selected
connections, create dozens of networks and confuse WiFi scanners!

About this project
This software allows you to easily perform a variety of actions to test 802.11 wireless networks by using an inexpensive
ESP8266 WiFi SoC (System On A Chip).
The main feature, the deauthentication attack, is used to disconnect devices from their WiFi network.
No one seems to care about this huge vulnerability in the official 802.11 WiFi standard, so I took action and enabled
everyone who has less than 10 USD to spare to recreate this project.
I hope it raises more attention on the issue. In 2009 the WiFi Alliance actually fixed the problem (see 802.11w), but
only a few companies implemented it into their devices and software.
To effectively prevent a deauthentication attack, both client and access point must support the 802.11w standard with
protected management frames (PMF).
While most client devices seem to support it when the access point forces it, basically no WiFi access point has it
enabled.
Feel free to test your hardware out, annoy these companies with the problem, share this project and push for a fix!
This project is also a great way to learn more about WiFi, microcontrollers, Arduino, hacking and
electronics/programming in general.
But please use this tool responsibly and do not use it against others without their permission!
The difference between deauthing and jamming: click me

Credits
A huge thanks to:
• @deantonious
• @jLynx
• @lspoplove
• @schinfo
• @tobozo
• @xdavidhu
• @PwnKitteh
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for helping out with various things regarding this project and keeping it alive!
I also want to thank Espressif and their community for this awesome chip and all the software and hardware projects
around it and the countless tutorials you can find online!
Shoutout to everyone working on the libraries used for this project:
• esp8266-oled-ssd1306
• ArduinoJson
• LinkedList

Disclaimer
• This project is a proof of concept for testing and educational purposes.
• Neither the ESP8266, nor its SDK was meant or built for such purposes. Bugs can occur!
• Use it only against your own networks and devices!
• Please check the legal regulations in your country before using it.
• I don't take any responsibility for what you do with this program.
• It is not a frequency jammer as claimed falsely by many people. Its attack, its method and how to protect
against it is described above. It uses valid Wi-Fi frames described in the IEEE 802.11 standard and doesn't
block or disrupt any frequencies.
• This project is meant to draw more attention on this issue.
• The deauthentication attack shows how vulnerable the 802.11 Wi-Fi standard is and that it has to be fixed.
• A solution is already there, why don't we use it?
• Please don't refer to this project as "jammer", that totally undermines the real purpose of this project! If you
do, it only proves that you didn't understand anything of what this project stands for. Publishing content about
this without a proper explaination shows that you only do it for the clicks, fame and/or money and have no
respect for intellectual property, the community behind it and the fight for a better WiFi standard!

Supported Devices
This software is written for the ESP8266. There are plenty of development boards available, all you need to do is
choose one.
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The ESP8285, which is basically just an ESP8266 with embedded flash memory, is also supported.
The ESP32 is not supported!
Here are some of the most used boards for this project:

Official Deauther Boards

If you want to support the development of this project, you can buy one of the official boards by DSTIKE (Travis Lin)
on the following sites:
• Tindie
• AliExpress
• Taobao
The Deauther boards come pre-flashed with the Deauther software and don't require the installation process.
They are made especially for this project and come with a sharp 1.3 inch OLED screen, external antenna and 18650
battery connector. DSTIKE also offers a cheaper version without a screen and a NodeMCU board. You can, of course,
flash them with your own software and use them just like any other development board.

List of supplies
If you want to assemble the project yourself, you can find the parts you need here. We recommend the NodeMCU for
this, and you can use either of the displays linked there.
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NodeMCU
This is the recommended board for beginners that want to learn more about electronics and programming!

The NodeMCU is an open source project and there are many companies producing it. The most known one is Amica.
There is also a Lolin NodeMCU v3 but don't get confused by any version number:

I always recommend the v1.0 (might be sold under a different version number). It's the board from Amica. It is cheap,
breadboard friendly and uses the cp2102, a better alternative to the old CH340 USB to serial chip.
Please note that the quality of those boards can vary a lot! They are produced very cheaply and you can get them for
around $3 - $5 USD from AliExpress and other Chinese based sellers. So don't pay too much for them!
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There is also this NodeMCU inspired development board by DSTIKE:
https://www.tindie.com/products/lspoplove/nodemcu-07wifi-deauther-preflashed/
It has a LiPo charger on-board and allows you to connect an external antenna for better range.

Wemos D1 mini
The Wemos boards have decent quality, are cheap and very small.
They work just like a NodeMCU and you can get a variety of addon shields for them!
But you have to be careful, there are a lot of copies of the Wemos products!

Adafruit HUZZAH ESP8266
Adafruit has a Feather board with the ESP8266 in their store. Those are a bit pricier than the Chinese NodeMCUs but
you get a very quality board in return, good online documentation and a friendly community around it.

WARNING
Fake Boards!

You will find some cheaper boards that look like the official deauther boards but for lower prices. I highly recommend
to stay away from them!
These companies like to copy Travis Lin's (DSTIKE) designs, steal my software and sell it as Wemos boards!
They also started to label their boards as "TTGO" now. They don't put much effort into it, so the quality is often
horrible.
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DON'T SUPPORT THIS BEHAVIOUR! This is not how open source works! It hurts not only this project, but the whole
community around it!
Here are some of the biggest shops on AliExpress you better stay away from:
• LILY GO
• FACE-TO-FACE Electronic
• Seatechnology
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Installation
Tutorials
Online interactive step by step tutorial by @jLynx:
🎓 http://deauth.me
$3 WiFi Jammer/Deauther using ESP8266 | Deauther 2.0 Flashing/Installation by @PwnKitteh:
🎬 https://youtu.be/wKhSlIYQ5jA

Flashing the firmware bin file
You can find precompiled .bin files on the release page. Be sure to download the latest version. The 1 MB file should be
good for most devices. If you have a NodeMCU with an ESP-12 you can also use the 4MB file. But all in all, it shouldn't
matter that much.
Use one of the following software tools to flash your ESP8266 with the .bin file.
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Esptool
Using the NodeMCU (or any similar development board), the flash location is 0x0000 and the mode is qio.
esptool.py -p /dev/ttyUSB0 write_flash -fm qio 0x0000
esp8266_deauther.ino.nodemcu.bin
Where /dev/ttyUSB0 is the COM port of your device, write_flash is telling the program to write to flash
memory, -fm

qio

is mode qio, which is the mode for chips with 4MB or more, and

esp8266_deather.ino.nodemcu.bin is the name of your .bin file.

Flash Download Tools
Espressif has an official GUI tool for Windows. It has a lot of options and can be used for the ESP8266, ESP8285 and
ESP32. You can find it on Espressif's download page here:
https://www.espressif.com/en/support/download/other-tools
(if the link changed, just search for esp flash download tool)

Esptool-gui
An easy to use GUI flasher for Windows and Mac: esptool-gui. Select the COM Port and the .bin file (firmware), then
just press upload.

NodeMCU-flasher
Another easy to use GUI flasher, but this time only for Windows: nodemcu-flasher. Select the COM port, go to config
and select your .bin file at 0x000000. Go back to Operation and click Flash.
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The NodeMCU Flasher is outdated and can be buggy. If it doesn't work, just try flashing it again and see the
Installation tips and tricks.

Compiling using Arduino IDE
1.

First you have to install and open the Arduino IDE.

2.

In Arduino go to File -> Preferences add both URLs in Additional Boards Manager URLs
• http://arduino.esp8266.com/stable/package_esp8266com_index.json
• http://phpsecu.re/esp8266/package_deauther_index.json
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3.

Go to Tools -> Board -> Boards Manager, search "esp8266" and install esp8266 first, then
arduino-esp8266-deauther
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4.

Select your board at Tools -> Board and be sure it is at ESP8266 Deauther Modules (and not at
ESP8266 Modules)!

5.

Download the source code for this project from the releases page. You can also clone the project to get the
latest changes, but you will also get the latest bugs ;)

6.

Extract the whole .zip file, navigate to esp8266_deauther and open esp8266_deauther.ino with Arduino.

7.

Check your upload settings and press upload!

8.

You might want to adjust the display, LED and button configurations. You can do that in the A_config.h
file (second tab in Arduino). You can also find predefined config files for certain boards in the configs
folder.

Installation tips and tricks
These are some small tips that are beneficial for first time users of this software, and hopefully will make it more
accessible and cause less headache when flashing the board.
We recommend the esptool for flashing .bin files, because it works on all platforms. You can read more about how
esptool works on their github page.
For customized versions, we highly recommend using Arduino IDE and our Deauther SDK (see Compiling using
Arduino IDE).

Flash Button and espcomm_open error
Sometimes everything is right but it won't upload and you may get an error like error: espcomm_open failed.
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What you have to do is hold the flash button down, start uploading and only release it when you see that it's started
uploading.

Most development boards feature an auto-reset method and sometimes it doesn't work properly and it fails to go into
flashing mode automatically. To manually force it into the flashing mode, you have to hold down the button.

Drivers and COM Port
In order to upload successfully, you must select the correct COM port. You can think of it as the address with which
your computer accesses the ESP8266. The best way to find the correct port is to open the Arduino IDE and see what
ports are listed there. This looks the same for every OS, including Linux. On Windows, COM1 is usually never the
correct port. On Windows, you can also have a look at your device manager; there you can also see if a device is not
recognized.
If none of the COM ports work correctly or you can't find any COM Port, you might need to install the drivers.
The driver you need depends on the UART (USB to Serial) chip that is used on your development board.
Those are the drivers of the most used chips:
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• CP2102
• CH340

If you're not sure which chip your board is using, just try both.
If this doesn't help, try out different cables (some USB cables are only for charging and don't have data lines) or plug it
to a different USB port.

Upload Settings
Those are the recommended upload/compile settings for Arduino:

Board: Generic ESP8266 Module
Flash Mode: DIO
Flash Frequency: 80 MHZ
CPU Frequency: 160 MHz
Flash Size: 1M (256K SPIFFS)
Reset Method: nodemcu
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Upload Speed: 115200
Port: <com port of your device>
Most NodeMCUs and other development boards have 4MB Flash so you can set the Flash Size to 4M (3M SPIFFS) or
select NodeMCU 1.0 as the board. A bigger Flash size can give you more memory in the SPIFFS for saving data, scripts
or other files. Increasing the SPIFFS can also make it a bit slower, as the ESP8266 has to maintain a bigger file system.
If you have a board with the ESP-07 (the one with the connector for an external antenna), it probably has only 1MB of
flash, so keep the recommended settings above.
Putting the Upload Speed to 921600 (or other baud rates) gives you a higher upload speed but doesn't always work.

Flash Mode
DIO should always work. It means Dual In-/Output.
QIO (quad I/O) uses 4 instead of 2 pins and will make the flash faster. However, you won't be able to use GPIO 9 and
10 (SD2, SD3)! If you flash it with QIO and use those pins, it will crash without a warning.
More details on the different modes are descripted here: https://github.com/espressif/esptool/wiki/SPI-Flash-Modes

Flash Frequency
A higher flash frequency should increase the speed, but it doesn't always work with every module.
Try out what works the best.

CPU Frequency
We strongly recommend to use 160MHz to get the extra performance out of the chip.

Reset Method
Again, try out what works and use that.

Baud Rate
The recommended baud rate for uploading is 115200. You can try higher baud rates for faster uploading or slower
ones if 115200 isn't working very reliably.

Flash Size
The flash size is an important factor!
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The ESP-12 (which is used on most development boards like the NodeMCU) has 4MB of flash memory. Other
Modules, like the ESP-01 and ESP-07 (the one with the antenna connector), come with only 1MB of memory. You have
to change your upload settings depending on the module you're using. For compiling, we recommend to use either 1M
(256K SPIFFS) or 4M (3M SPIFFS). It is also very important to note that you must give the SPIFFS some
memory. This software will only work with the SPIFFS enabled, otherwise you will see something like
Initializing SPIFFS...ERROR on startup.

Setup Display & Buttons
Before you continue
Using the display interface is completely optional.
The ESP8266 Deauther can also just be used over serial or the web interface.
You should know some basics of how to use, code and create stuff with Arduino.
If you don't, then we highly recommend you get some sort of Arduino starter kit and start learning. The steps of this
tutorial are very simple, but if you have never done something like this, it's very important to get a basic knowledge
about the topic first!
I will focus on the NodeMCU in this tutorial since it is the most popular ESP8266 based development board. Every
other development board using the ESP8266 should work just like that.
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What you need
• a breadboard
• jumper wires
• an ESP8266 dev board (i.e. NodeMCU)
• 3 - 6 buttons (3 required, optional up to 6)
• an SSD1306 or SH1106 OLED display with 128x64 pixels
• optional: a RGB LED (3 single LEDs or a neopixel will also work)
• optional but recommended: 2x 10k ohm resistors
• a working Arduino setup that can compile this project (see Installation )
• patience
• common sense
• the ability to read and follow this tutorial carefully
• also recommended: know how to read error messages and use Google correctly
• For a beginner, it's recommended to only use 3 buttons (you can add more later), ab i2c display (those with 4
pins) and (optional) a neopixel as RGB LED.
• You can find links to everything you need for this here.

Wire everything up
Here is a quick reference of the NodeMCU pinout:
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Now one important thing is that we have a limited amount of pins and we have to be careful which we use.
Those are the ones we can use for attaching the components:

NodeMCU
Pin

GPIO

Note

D0

GPIO 16

No i2c or pwm, sometimes used for board LED

D1

GPIO 5

D2

GPIO 4
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NodeMCU
Pin

GPIO

Note

D3

GPIO 0

Used for flash button

D4

GPIO 2

Needs pull-up resistor, used for module LED

D5

GPIO 14

D6

GPIO 12

D7

GPIO 13

D8

GPIO 15

Needs pull-down resistor

D9

GPIO 3

RX (Serial)

D10

GPIO 1

TX (Serial)

SD2

GPIO 9

Used for Flash

SD3

GPIO 10

Used for Flash

A few things are important to note here!
• D0 or GPIO 16 can't be used for a classical RGB LED (pwm) or for the display (i2c).
• D4 and D8 need resistors? Yes these pins are used for booting the device correctly. That's where the
recommended two resistors come in place! Usually the development board already has such in place, but in
case you use these pins and run into problems when uploading new code - that might be the reason! So keep in
it in mind.
• D9 and D10 are used for serial and are, as such, essential to upload code and debug it. Don't use these pins
unless you know what you're doing!
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• D3 or GPIO 0 is used for the flash button. Usually that's not a problem, but again... if you run into problems
when uploading, keep in mind that the pin is used to get the device into flash mode.
• SD2 and SD3 are used for the on-board SPI flash. You can use them safely as long as you don't select QIO in the
upload/compile settings.
• That leaves us with seven safe to use pins and four more which we have to be a bit careful with.
• Now you don't have to be a genius to figure out that if you want to use all six buttons (six pins), a SPI display
(four pins) and a RGB LED (three pins), 11 pins are not enough.
• That's why it is recommended to use an i2c display (two pins) or a neopixel/ws2812 (one pin).
Also don't forget that you only need three buttons, every other button is optional.

Display
There are two types of OLED displays that can be used for this project, the SSD1306 and the SH1106:

And they sometimes come with either I2C or SPI:
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Now, for the display, it is very important that you know which connection it is using.
I2C can be connected to any GPIO pin (except 16).
The SPI however requires the following connections:

Display

GPIO

SCL/CLK/SCK

GPIO 14 (D5)

SDA/MOSI

GPIO 13 (D7)

RST, DC and CS pins can be connected to any pin.
Best practice is to make a list of all components and their connections!

Buttons
The buttons are pretty simple. You need to connect each of them between a gpio pin and GND.
Like in this Arduino tutorial: https://www.arduino.cc/en/Tutorial/InputPullupSerial

LED
The LED(s) is completely optional. It's used to give the user a better indication of what the device is currently doing.
For example Green = idle, Blue = scanning, RED = deauth attack detected (when scanning).
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You can use single digital LEDs, an RGB LED or a neopixel LED (ws2812).
By default, the LED on GPIO 16 (NodeMCU on-board LED) and the LED on GPIO 2 (ESP-12 and ESP-07 on-module
LED) are used. So be sure to disable them if you want to use those pins for something else.

Example setup with I2C OLED
Display

GPIO

GND

GND

VCC/VDD

VCC / 3.3V

SCL/CLK/SCK

GPIO 4 (D2)

SDA

GPIO 5 (D1)

Button

GPIO

UP

GPIO 14 (D5)

Down

GPIO 12 (D6)

A

GPIO 13 (D7)

NEOPIXEL LED

GPIO

GND

GND

VCC

VCC/3.3V

DIN

GPIO 9 (SD2)
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Example setup with SPI OLED
Display

GPIO

GND

GND

VCC/VDD

VCC / 3.3V

SCL/CLK/SCK

GPIO 14 (D5)

SDA/MOSI

GPIO 13 (D7)

RST/RES/RESET

GPIO 5 (D1)

DC

GPIO 4 (D2)

CS

GPIO 15 (D8) or GND
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Button

GPIO

UP

GPIO 0 (D3)

Down

GPIO 12 (D6)

A

GPIO 2 (D4)

NEOPIXEL LED

GPIO

GND

GND

VCC

VCC/3.3V

DIN

GPIO 9 (SD2)
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Adjust code
Now that your setup is done, you have to make some changes to the code.
See Installation on how to compile and upload code using Arduino.
1.

Open Arduino and go to A_config.h (second tab).

2.

Change all the #define settings according to your setup. The default settings are for the I2C example
setup, just without the Neopixel LED. Be sure not to confuse the GPIO pins with the NodeMCU pins
(D0,D1...)! You can find the NodeMCU pinout above.

3.

Don't forget to change #define USE_DIPLAY false to #define USE_DIPLAY true

4.

Upload your code and test it.

5.

Save a copy of the A_config.h file so it's easy for you to update the software later.

Testing everything
Now when everything is correctly setup and uploaded, you have to open the serial monitor with Arduino.
Make sure to set the baud rate to 115200 and select Newline.
If you see that the device is resetting every few seconds, check the code! Most of the time, it's that you used one pin for
both the display, button or LED.
Be sure not to have used the same pin for multiple things, not on the breadboard and not in the code!
Still no image on the display? Type in set display true;;save settings and press enter. Now press the reset
button on the board to restart it. If the display doesn't show anything, something is off. Check your connections and
your code!
To see if all buttons are working correctly use the screen mode buttontest command. To get back use screen
mode menu.
If you have problems with the display, try using other software that uses the display. That way you will know if it's a
software or a hardware problem.
Here's the display library used for the deauther: https://github.com/squix78/esp8266-oled-ssd1306
You can find examples there, try to get those running.
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To test the LED(s), you can use the led <r> <g> <b> command. For example, led 255 0 0 should turn on only
the red LED.

Usage
Once you succeed into flashing the ESP8266, you are ready to go ahead and use it.
Now there are different ways of using the Deauther.

Web interface
That is the go-to for most users, but it has some downsides. For example, you can't expect to have a perfect connection
to the web interface while you are scanning or attacking.

Getting Started
1.

Scan for WiFi networks.

2.

Connect to pwned with the password deauther.

3.

Open 192.168.4.1 (or deauth.me)

If you don't see a pwned network, fash the ESP8266 again. See installation for more. You can also look at the Serial
monitor for further debugging.

A Few Notes
Ok so a few things people like to complain about that are perfectly normal.
1.

The web interface is unstable and gives errors.
Yes it does, the web server is build with an outdated library that is known to cause some trouble. We can't
do much about it but we're trying to get the best performance out of it. Errors do happen, but that shouldn't
bother you too much as long as everything works like it should.

2.

I lose connection when scanning or attacking.
Yep. Both for attacking and searching for WiFi stations, the device has to do channel hopping and can not
host a network itself.

Keep in mind that you can always use the display interface or the serial interface for more capabilities and better
performance :).
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Home Page
Once you opened the web interface, you should see this warning page. Please read the disclaimer carefully before going
on by clicking the button below.

Scan Page
Here you can start scanning for access points (WiFi networks) and Stations (Client devices). Usually you want to start
by scanning for access points first and see how much networks are around you. Please note that the scan takes a few
seconds (usually 2 - 5 seconds). You should see a LED going on when starting the scan. When it goes off, the scan is
done and you can hit Reload to load the scan results.
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Now you can go through the list and select the networks you want to attack.

SSID Page
Here you can add, edit and remove SSIDs. These SSIDs are used for the beacon and probe attack.
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Attack page
Here is where you actually start attacking WiFi devices. Now keep in mind that when starting an attack, you can loose
the connection to the web interface! But if you only select one target, you should be able to reconnect to it without
problems.
Like on the scan page, it is important that you manually click Reload. This is made on purpose to save ressources and
help the stability of the web server.

Settings page
Edit the settings you like to change, click Save and Reload to confirm your changes were applied.
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OLED Display
The Deauther comes with a built-in support for the small OLEDs you can find on eBay or AliExpress. It's nice if you
want to have something headless. It can do most of the stuff the web interface can. One big advantage over the web
interface is the PacketMonitor with the DeauthDetector built-in. See Setup Display & Buttons on how to connect and
adjust everything.

Serial
The biggest new feature of version 2.0 is the command line interface over serial. You can control most functions with it
and you can also write scripts for it. All serial commands are listed in the serialcommands.md file.

Serial Usage
1.

Connect the ESP8266 board to your computer.

2.

Open Arduino, go to Tools -> Port and select the correct serial port.
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3.

Go to Tools and click on Serial Monitor
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4.

5

6.

Select Newline and 115200 as baudrate

...

Profit!
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You can find a list with all serial commands here.
Here is collection of small descriptions, tips and tutorials on how to use the serial command line
interface.

Overview
• Escaping spaces
• Deauth All
• Change Mac Address
• Attack Timeout
• Combine Serial Commands
• Random Mode
• Continuous Mode
• SPIFFS
• Load and Save
• Autostart Script
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• Improve packet rate
• Upload Settings
• Upload to SPIFFS
• Finding COM Port
• Removing Deauther

Escaping spaces
In the serial interface, commands and parameters are divided by spaces.
Executing the command add ssid test would not be a problem, add ssid this is a test would be!
To escape these spaces, you can use a backslash \. For example: add ssid this\ is\ a\ better\ test.
To escape the backslash itself, use another backslash: add ssid IreallyWant\\backslashes.
You can also use double quotes ". For example add ssid "this is a even better test".
You can escape double quotes with the backslash.

Deauth-All
Disclaimer
Please only use the deauth feature responsibly and not to harm other people. Also note that due to technical reasons,
the following attack methods cannot be used or added to the web interface.

Method 1
One way is to select all access points, stations and saved device names via the select all command.
If you want to whitelist a device now, you have to deselect it with deselect, for example: deselect -ap 0 or
deselect -st 2.
But keep in mind that if you have an access point selected, ALL the clients of this network will get
disconnected because the ESP8266 sends the packets out as broadcast (to address everyone at once).
So, if you want to only kick out all client devices except one, do select all stations instead, and then deselect
-st <id> with the device id you want to whitelist. This will prevent the whitelisted device from being attacked by the
esp8266. And be sure you don't have the access point selected (run show to see what you have currently selected).
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Then, when you run attack -d it will start deauthing all of the selected devices.

Method 2
Another way is to use deauth-all.
With attack -da you start a deauth attack against all devices that are in your access point, station, and names list.
Only devices in your names list that are selected will not be attacked, this is the reverse of how the above is set up.
Again, devices you HAVE selected will not be attacked. However, as mentioned before, if you have an access
point in your list, all clients that are connected to that will get deauthed because of the broadcast packets.
To prevent this, you have to save the access point to the name list, and select it! You can add devices to the names list
via the name command, for example, add name myrouter -ap 0 -s will add the AP with ID 0 with the name
myrouter to the list and -s says that it will also be selected (you can see all APs with show aps).

Scanning while attacking
If you want it to attack certain targets automatically as soon as they get in range, you can have a continuous scan
running while attacking. That way, the AP and station list will always hold updated results.
You can do this by using the scan command with the -c parameter: scan aps -c 1min will scan for access
points, wait a minute, scan for access points again, wait a minute.... and so on.
Please note that while it is scanning, no packets can be sent out and ongoing attacks will pause until
the scan is finished.

Why isn't there a simpler method?
... you might ask. Well first of all, we have very limited resources on the ESP8266 and most of them are already used of
for the other features. Adding a white and black list for easier management would not be worth it, while scanning and
attacking simultaneously is just impossible, due to the single 2.4GHz radio and single core CPU.
The second reason is simplicity, you don't need an auto-deauth-all feature in most use cases, it would probably also be
illegal. Automated deauth all would come close to a real frequency jammer and probably fall under
the same laws! The problem is that the user no longer has an influence on which devices its attacking. It could block
critical communications and cause danger to other people. With this serial interface, the user has to read this tutorial
first, and will understand why it's dangerous. The user also has to scan and see the results first, and if the user still
continues with the attack, he/she does that on purpose with intent and is wholly responsible for their actions.
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So, to keep this project running, and to get more people interested and aware of these issues, please
do not publish an automated deauth all device/software. This project is already in a grey area, but it has to
be somewhat challenging to use, otherwise the widespread use of a GUI client would be disastrous.

Change Mac Address
If you connect to a network with the ESP8266 or host a network (what you do if you use the web interface) then you
might want to hide the original Espressif MAC address. The ESP8266 has 2 MAC addresses, one for the access point
mode (when it creates a network) and one for the station mode (when it connects to a network). You can see the MAC
addresses currently being used with sysinfo.
To change them you have to use the set command, for example set macap 0a:0b:0c:11:22:33 would change
the mac address for the access point mode. Change the station MAC address with set macst <your-mac-addr>.
You can also set a random MAC address with set macap random. To set both MAC addresses random, you can use
set mac random.To see the currently saved addresses run the command get mac, or get macap/get macst for
a specific mac address. Please be aware that you might still see the old, unchanged mac addresses with sysinfo,
this is because sysinfo prints out the current internally set mac address. To apply your changes in the settings, you
have to activate the access point or station mode, by way of activating the web interface. If the web interface is already
running, you have to restart the device.

Attack Timeout
The settings contain the attack timeout value in seconds. You can see the value by running get attacktimeout. If
you start attacking, it will automatically stop after this amount of time. To change it to for example 10 seconds, run
set attacktimeout 10s or set attacktimeout 10min to set it to 10 minutes. If you want to disable this
feature, set the timeout to zero: set attacktimeout 0.

Combine Serial Commands
The serial interface usually takes one command at a time, but it can also take multiple commands if they are separated
by two semicolons: ;;. So for example sysinfo;;chicken will execute sysinfo and then chicken. There is
no limit on the number of commands you can combine with this feature, but there is a limit of 512
characters per input! You can escape the delimiter using a backslash: \;;.
Some commands like scan work asynchronous and don't block. To combine those commands, you can make use of
the DELAY command. For example scan wifi -t 10s -ch 6;;DELAY 11s;;show stations will scan for 10
seconds on channel 6 and wait 11 seconds before printing the results out. Note that it's always better to use a higher
delay than you expect the previous command to run, because there might be other delays and time factors playing in.
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Random Mode
With the random mode enabled, the SSID list will be completely overwritten with random generated SSIDs. You can
enable it with enable random <interval>, the interval says after which time the list will be regenerated. So for
example enable random 1min would enable the random mode and regenerate the list every minute. This feature is
particularly useful for the beacon and probe attacks. Since those attacks use the SSID list to generate the packets, you
can spam constantly new generated SSIDs instead of fixed ones.

Continuous mode
With the command scan

[<all/aps/stations>]

[-t

<time>]

[-c

<continue-time>]

[-ch

<channel>] you get a option called continue or -c. This option enables to run a scan continuously. So scan aps
-c 10s starts a new scan just for access points and enables the continues mode with 10 seconds. Now when the scan
is finished it will restart after the set amount of time, so 10 seconds in this example.

SPIFFS
The ESP8266 has an external flash chip with usually 1 or 4 MB of storage. The program itself is saved on it together
with some other configs, and there is a reserved space for the SPIFFS. SPIFFS stands for SPI Flash File System and it's
a small simplistic file system on the flash chip itself. It's particularly useful to store and access data that doesn't fit into
the RAM. Here for example, its used to store the settings. You can see how much space of the SPIFFS is being used
what files are currently in the SPIFFS with the command sysinfo.
Sometimes the file system get corrupted and you will see errors like ERROR: saving /settings.json. If that
happens, it's recommended to clear the memory using format. You can also see the contents of a file using print
<path_to_file> and delete it using delete <path_to_file>.
For more information about the SPIFFS click here.

Load and Save
With the commands load and save you can reload and save the current values of the settings, the ssid list and the
device name list. You can also load/save a specific file, for example: load settings will only reload the settings, and
save settings /customSettings.json will save the settings file to /customSettings.json. This can be
quite useful if you want to store multiple configurations or make multiple SSID lists and name lists!
It's recommended to disable autosave with set autosave false if you switch between different files,
because the autosave (or the save command without file parameter) will save and override to the default file path!
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Autostart Script
If you ever run sysinfo you might notice that there is a /autostart.txt file. Each line in that script will be
executed just like a command you type in over serial. There is no limit on the number of commands and you can also
use the delimiter to combine commands into a single line.
Just remember that there is a limit of 512 characters per line!
To upload your own script, you have to upload it to the SPIFFS which is explained here.
YOU CANNOT RUN OTHER SCRIPTS FROM AUTOSTART

Improve packet rate
You might notice that sometimes the ESP8266 isn't able to sent out all the packets. One reason could be that the WiFi
channel is busy and it has to wait until the packet can successfully been send out. When you perform a
deauthentication attack against multiple targets it also has to change the channel for every target and that takes time.
Following settings influence the packet rate performance (see settings.md for more details):
• beaconChannel
• beaconInterval
• forcePackets

Upload Settings
Those are the recommended upload/compile settings for Arduino:
Board: Generic ESP8266 Module
Flash Mode DIO
Flash Frequency: 40 MHZ
CPU Frequency: 160 MHz
Flash Size: 1M (256K SPIFFS)
Reset Method: ck
Upload Speed: 115200
Port: com port of your device
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Most NodeMCUs and other development boards have 4MB Flash so you can set the Flash Size to 4M (3M SPIFFS)
or select NodeMCU 1.0 as the board. Changing the Flash size can give you more SPIFFS for saving data, scripts or
other files. If you have a board with the ESP-07 (the one with the connector for an external antenna) it probably only
has 1MB of flash, so keep the recommended settings above. Putting the Upload Speed to 921600 or changing the
Flash Frequency to 80MHz gives you higher upload speeds but doesn't always work.

Finding COM Port
The best way to find the correct port is to open the Arduino IDE and see what ports are listed there. This looks for
every OS, inlcuding linux. On windows, COM1 is never the correct port.

Removing Deauther
The best way to remove the deauther (or any other program running on the ESP8266) is by uploading a blank sketch
to the board using the Arduino IDE. First, select the board in the boards menu. Then Select the correct port (see
finding com port). Then you just hit upload using that blank sketch. That's it, the deauther code is now gone. Maybe
the SSID pwned persists, that's because the WiFi settings are usually not overwritten and you have to upload a
program that overwrites it. You can use the WiFiAccessPoint example in Arduino for that.
If you're having problems, you should try erasing the flash with esptool or the method above. On esptool.py, the
command to erase the flash is esptool.py --port /dev/ttyUSB1 erase_flash, where ttyUSB1 is the port
your ESP is on.

Troubleshooting
Drivers
If you can't find the COM port of your device, then you probably haven't installed the drivers or they are not working
correctly. Here are the links to the drivers of the two most used UART chips:
• 💾 CP2102
• 💾 CH340
If you're not sure which chip your board is using, just try both.

It's not working!
Here are a few things you can try if it isn't working.
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Does the USB cable have data lines? This seems weird, but not every cable does, and it might be a reason why the
board isn't showing up in the program.
Maybe the chip randomly broke, try flashing another program onto it.

Fix crashes
A crash or exception can have a lot of reasons but before you open a new issue, try this:
• open a serial connection
• type reset to reset all settings
• type format to remove all saved files in the SPIFFS
• dis- and reconnect your device and see if it works now

Not able to connect
There could be a lot of reasons why you can't connect to the ESP8266 with certain devices. For example, someone
reported that the Intel 7260 WiFi Chip can make problems:
https://github.com/spacehuhn/esp8266_deauther/issues/754
Arduino has example sketches for the ESP8266 to create an access point. You can try that out and see if you can
connect to it. If not, then the problem is not related to this project's code and you have to investigate your
hardware/software setup further.

Removing Deauther
To erase the deauther (including SPIFFS and EEPROM), please flash our simple Reset Sketch.

espcom error
The espcom opening or espcomm_sync failed error tells you that your computer couldn't connect to the
ESP8266 correctly when trying to upload something. Be sure you have the correct COM port selected and use the
correct upload settings. If you can't find the COM port, read Finding COM Port first. Maybe you need to install the
drivers. Also be sure you use a USB data cable! Sometimes it also helps to restart Arduino or your computer, changing
the cable or USB port.
It was also reported that the Windows-Insider-Program can make problems with the cp2102 drivers.
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If everything else fails, try reflashing the deauther. See Removing Deauther and then flash it again (we recommend
esptool.py).

Language doesn't change
If you go to Settings in the web interface, you can change the language. For example de is for the German language
file. To see what languages are supported, have a look at the lang folder or the description of the latest release. If the
language doesn't change, it is probably because your browser has the old language file cached and doesn't want to
reload it. Try deleting your browser cache. Or open 192.168.4.1/lang/default.lang and reload it one or two
times.

Error writing/saving/reading file
If you get message like Error saving file or something similar over serial, there is probably something wrong
with the SPIFFS. It happens sometimes that the file system gets corrupted for some reason. Usually you can fix it by
running the command format and then restarting the device.
If the error persists, please be sure that your upload settings are correct, especially the flash size.

FAQ
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How to do a Reset
If you just want to reset the settings, you can open a serial connection and type in reset. The easiest way to do that
is using the Arduino Serial monitor. The baud rate is 115200 with Newline. To erase the Deauther script including
the WiFi credentials and everything that is saved in the SPIFFS, use our reset sketch:
https://github.com/spacehuhn/esp8266_deauther/tree/master/Reset_Sketch
You can either compile and flash the .ino file with Arduino or flash one of the .bin files.

5GHz Support
The ESP8266 supports 2.4GHz WiFi, which is already very impressive if you think about how small, powerful,
accessible and affordable this system on a chip is. A lot of people asked for 5GHz support, however this project is
not able to do that. As of right now (early 2018) no hackable 5GHz SoC is available in the form of something like the
ESP8266. Even if someone would make such a chip, it would be incompatible with this software. You could build a
dual band Deauther with a Raspberry Pi and the right WiFi module. But as of right now, it's not always easy to find
good Dual-Band WiFi chips that support packet injection and monitor mode.
THE ESP8266 DOES NOT AND WILL NOT SUPPORT 5GHZ! ⚠
Devices supporting this are often expensive and need special drivers (this will change in the future as new chips are
released all the time). But if you want to try it, look for the rtl8812au or rtl8811au WiFi modules. Those have
already been used to inject packets on 5GHz.

ESP32 And ESP8285 Support
ESP32: No
ESP8285: Yes
See Supported Devices for more details.

Difference between Jammer and Deauther
While a jammer just creates noise on a specific frequency range (i.e. 2.4GHz), a deauthentication attack is only
possible due to a vulnerability in the WiFi (802.11) standard. The deauther does not interfere with any frequencies, it
is just sending a few WiFi packets that let certain devices disconnect. That enables you to specifically select every
target. A jammer just blocks everything within a radius and is therefore highly illegal to use.
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Watch this video for a good explanation on the technical and legal differences: WiFi Jammers vs Deauthers | What's
The Difference?

Why is there no Packet-Monitor/Deauth-Detector in the web interface?
The problem is that you can't have an access point open to host the web server while sniffing WiFi.
It's like with every other WiFi card. Either you use it as an access point to host a network, as a station to connect to one
or you put it in monitor mode to sniff for packets. But you can't have everything at the same time.

How to compile .bin files
In Arduino click Sketch -> Export compiled Binary and a new .bin file will be created in the sketch folder.

Settings
VERSION
String version = VERSION;
Version number, i.e. v2.0.
PLEASE NOTE that this setting can only be changed in the source code.

SSID
String ssid = "pwned";
SSID of access point used for the web interface (if enabled).
The length must be between 1 and 31 characters.

PASSWORD
String password = "deauther";
Password of access point used for the web interface (if enabled).
The length must be between 8 and 31 characters.
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CHANNEL
uint8_t channel = 1;
Default WiFi channel that is used when starting.

HIDDEN
bool hidden = false
Hides the access point that is used for the web interface (if enabled).

CAPTIVEPORTAL
bool captivePortal = true;
Enables captive portal for access point (if enabled).

LANG
String lang = "en";
Default language for the web interface.
Be sure the language file exists!

AUTOSAVE
bool autosave = true;
Enables automatic saving of SSIDs, device names and settings.

AUTOSAVE-TIME
uint32_t autosaveTime = 30000;
Time interval for automatic saving in milliseconds.

DISPLAY-INTERFACE
bool displayInterface = false;
Enables display interface.
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DISPLAYTIMEOUT
uint32_t displayTimeout = 600
Time in seconds after which the display turns off when inactive.
To disable the display timeout, set it to 0.

SERIAL-INTERFACE
bool serialInterface = true;
Enables serial interface.

SERIAL-ECHO
bool serialEcho = true
Enables echo for each incoming message over serial.

WEB-INTERFACE
bool webInterface = false;
Enables web interface.

WEB-SPIFFS
bool webSpiffs = false
Enables SPIFFS for all web files.
Can lead to longer loading times but it’s nice if you need to edit the the web files regularly.

LEDENABLED
bool ledEnabled = true
Enables the (RGB) LED feature.

MAX-CH
uint8_t maxCh = 13;
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Max channel to scan on.
US = 11, EU = 13, Japan = 14.
For more information click here.

MACAP
uint8_t* macAP;
Mac address used for the access point mode.
Please note that the mac address will only replace the internal mac address when the accesspoint mode is enabled.
You can set a random mac address with set macap random.

MACST
uint8_t* macSt;
Mac address used for the station mode.
Please note that the mac address will only replace the internal mac address when the station mode is enabled.
You can set a random mac address with set macst random.

CH-TIME
uint16_t chTime = 384;
Time for scanning one channel before going to the next in milliseconds (only if channel hopping is enabled).

MINDEAUTHS
uint16_t minDeauths = 3
Minimum number of deauthentication frames when scanning to change the LED to deauth mode.

ATTACKTIMEOUT
uint32_t attackTimeout = 600
After what amount of time (in seconds) the attack will stop automatically.
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Set it to 0 to disable it.

FORCE-PACKETS
uint8_t forcePackets = 1;
How many attempts to send out a packet.
Set this value higher if you want to achieve a better packet rate in a busy area.
Be careful this setting could make the device slower or more unstable.
Max value is 255.

DEAUTHS-PER-TARGET
uint16_t deauthsPerTarget = 10;
How many deauthentication and disassociation frames are sent out for each target.

DEAUTH-REASON
uint8_t deauthReason = 1;
The reason code that is sent with the deauth frames to tell the target device why the connection will be closed.

BEACON-CHANNEL
bool beaconChannel = false;
If enabled, will send all beacon and probe frames on different channels when running a beacon attack.

BEACON-INTERVAL
bool beaconInterval = false;
If set true, beacons will be sent out every second. If set to false, the interval will be 100ms. A longer interval means
more stability and less spamming of packets, but it could take longer until the clients find the SSIDs when scanning.

RANDOMTX
bool randomTX = false
Enables randomized transmission power for sending out beacon and probe request frames.
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PROBESPERSSID
uint8_t probesPerSSID = 1
How many probe request frames are sent for each SSID.

Projects
A collection of cool projects people made with the ESP8266 Deauther.
I hope this gives some inspiration and motivation to make/hack something together yourself :) If you have cool project
that isn't listed here, tweet me @spacehun and I will have a look at it.

Deauthing Sandals
Becky Button @einsteinunicorn in collaboration with Naomi Wu @RealSexyCyborg designed and 3D printed a sandal.
They put the ESP8266 Adafruit Feather HUZZAH in it, together with a LiPo battery to power it. A truly fun project
that shows that you can put an ESP8266 everywhere!

• YouTube
• hackster.io
• Adafruit
• Reddit
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Drone Hacking a FAKE Makerspace
Naomi Wu @RealSexyCyborg had fun annoying a fake Makerspace in Shenzhen using a drone that drops an ESP8266
to send a bunch of SSIDs. She used the beacon-spam code for this but you can do the same thing with the deauther
and a autostart script.
• YouTube

Deauther Magnet Box for Fridge
Tobozo designed, printed and filled this nice box with an ESP8266 board, a 18650 Li-ion, a battery charger, a big 2.4
inch OLED, an on/off switch, a thumbstick and a few magnets to stick the whole box on the fridge!
• Youtube
• Thingiverse

Deauth Detector with 10W RGB
Just a short video to show you that with the version 2.0, you can connect all kinds of LEDs! I have a simple standalone
DeauthDetector script but here I used the deauther 2.0 as it has a built-in support for different LEDs and can also
detect deauthentication frames when scanning.
• Youtube

Pwned the pwner
Dave @davedarko shows you in this quick video that changing the default password and SSID is a good idea! He made
a script that searches for deauthers and tries to log into them with the default credentials. When it's successful, it will
change the SSID and password and send a restart request. But please note that this script was made for the 1.6 version
and would need a few adjustments to work against the version 2.0.
• YouTube
• Source Code
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[Hakin9 Magazine]: Hello Olie! Thank you for

your car know the tire pressure info over a sub

agreeing for the interview, we are honored! How

gigahertz frequency that also communicates with other

have you been doing? Can you tell us something

parts of the car over other frequencies that trigger

about yourself?

events. Although there are hardware devices for
analyzing these types of frequencies, there are not

[Olie]: I am a penetration tester who enjoys doing

sufficient software tools for manual RF analysis during

research and blogging for CCLabs.io which is part of a

penetration testing. So you need to create them

well known hacking blog, Console Cowboys. I research

yourself.

and create content for fun on anything from
Application testing, Crypto Blockchain, and Embedded

[H9]: Is there an example of how RF hacking can

Device penetration testing. I also spend a lot of time

be used during a penetration test that you think

on penetration testing engagements, researching

most people would find surprising?

blockchain projects and security, CTF exercises and
managing penetration testing teams.

[H9]: Can you tell us more about your project?
[Olie]: RFCrack is my personal test bench for RF
hacking that I made available to others who are
learning how to penetration test radio frequencies. I
created this tool as part of my testing and research
during engagements and blogs/YouTube videos.
RFCrack is used for hacking devices that communicate
with sub gigahertz radio frequencies.

[H9]: Where did the idea of creating your project
come from?

[Olie]: When you are on a penetration test, anything
can happen, as developers do some interesting things.
Simply performing all of the actions the device and its
communication interfaces offer while monitoring
frequencies is a good place to start. You might be
surprised to find out that a core security feature within
the device is controlled by a single RF transmission that
can be modified or duplicated to completely bypass
and remove any and all security measures. Simply
replaying something may provide access, or modifying
it may leverage a secured function, or even bypass
authentication of some sort. One example I used
during my RF live tutorials was suppressing a motion
sensor so that it would not trigger while walking past it.

[Olie]: Generally, when penetration testing, for
example, lOT devices like medical devices or
automobiles, these devices have RF components that
control functionality in the sub gigahertz frequencies.
For example, when your tire speaks to your car, it lets

[H9]: What was the most challenging part in
creating your project?
[Olie]: Mostly, finding useful examples for how to
perform attacks that I was looking to include
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functionality for. Resources online are very limited for

share my research with others so they have a better

anything beyond very basic RF examples. I had to

starting point than I did while penetration testing

perform most of the research on live targets with

hardware containing RF. The only features that are

varying responses that were not always reliable. This

added are features I use during my own testing and

took many hours of live testing while coding features

ensure are working 100% of the time when testing a

into RFCrack that would work across the board on

stable environment. I do not incorporate code

other devices. Working with variable RF traffic and local

provided by the community because they cannot vouch

RF interference was the most challenging.

that every portion of the current codebase was tested

[H9]: Could you tell us something more about
the most interesting examples that you have
managed to find so far?
[Olie]: I find it interesting the blend of frequencies
used in automobiles bouncing back and forth from a
RFID range of 125khz to a 315mhz industrial range for
example. They often use this to create actions and
interoperate between each other. It’s interesting how
one event triggered on the 125khz will trigger an event

with the supported hardware on live targets during the
coding process and will function 100% without
anything breaking. They would also need to present a
valid use case for that code submission. Most of the
code submissions I have received from the github
community would break current functionality or have no
real context to the intended functionality.

[H9]: Any plans for future? Are you planning to
expand your tool, add new features?

that sends a 315mhz transmission. That then creates

[Olie]: I usually expand my tools as I come across new

t h e re v e r s e a c t i o n o n t h e o t h e r e n d . T h i s

things I am testing that require updated functionality.

communication using two frequencies in parallel for

For example we were testing some garage door

communications is very interesting and challenging to

openers so my last update was to automate the

test.

process of finding and comparing RF packets with

[H9]: What about the feedback from github
community? Does it influence your software?
[Olie]: I don’t really interact with the github
community, I interact with my blog and video viewers
when they provide reasonable requests that make
sense for real world penetration testing. I wrote this
tool for myself as part of my own learning process. I

graphs to make decisions on validity. This functionality
was added while we were working on a project that
required it. So a blog was created on how to do this
process and new code was created to automate
portions of the process during a manual test. There is
no actual development schedule or release dates for
RFCrack. As we test new things, I expand the
functionality to incorporate them. My main goal with all
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of my tools is that they function correctly when I need

detailed blogs on the subject of RF and hours of video

them to and perform all the actions I would actually

material on my Blog and YouTube account so no need

need during my penetration test.

to provide any specific subject matter tips here.

[H9]: Do you think more people should get
familiar with RF hacking to keep up with the
development of IoT?
[Olie]: Yes, very much so. If you are planning on testing
devices you need to be familiar with what is coined RF,
which RFCrack helps out with, as well as BLE, Zigbee,

Whenever I come up with something new that’s worthy
of sharing, I write a lengthy tutorial on how to get
started with the subject somewhere within my blogs
and videos. RF was something I didn’t see sufficient
penetration testing information on but essential for me
to know while testing devices, so I created my own tool
and learning material.

etc., etc. All of these frequencies are scattered
throughout the loT environments. For example, your
lock on your front door may use BLE with your mobile
device, while its internet connected hub speaks over
802.11 Wifi, and they interoperate between each other
on 802.15.4 Zigbee. This is just an example, of course,
and I have seen similar situations with a simple
connected light bulb having all of these components
just to turn on a light. Learning to test frequencies
deployed within embedded hardware devices is
essential but is still only a small piece of the puzzle in
the loT device testing world.

[H9]: Do you have any thoughts or experiences
you would like to share with our audience? Any
good advice?
[Olie]: Yes, if you’re interested in something, dive in
deep and learn it all then automate it for a deeper
understanding programmatically!! This will help you
find answers to questions you didn’t know you were
asking. I have probably 100 pages worth of overly
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Introduction

- mimic is a tool for hiding malicious processes in Linux. It does not require any special privileges to use. Any
user can run any program and have it appear in the process table as anything they want. This is achieved by
altering how the process’s internal state is represented in /proc.

- Here is a quick example of a user launching /bin/bash but having it report in the process table as an Apache
webserver thread:

- We will explore three different perspectives on this tool:
• For the Red Team, how can this be used in a post-exploitation scenario to reduce visibility of ongoing
activity?
• For Red Team tool developers, how does this tool work under the hood and what are the broader
implications of this mimic methodology for Linux malware?
• For the Blue Team, what are the limitations of this mimic methodology, what should you be looking for in
your environment to detect this, and what tools would enable you to perform these searches at scale?

Red Team
mimic: Usage
The common use for a Red Team is to leverage mimic during the post-exploitation phase of a pentest for hiding a
process that will be long lived and may, by itself, become noticed by other users or admins on the machine.
First, let’s assume you have a tool you want to run. For our first example, we will use our super-useful “pause
daemon”. The code for pause_daemon.c is as follows:
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This is just a humble daemon that does not do anything interesting, but it will allow us to demonstrate the simplest
use case first.

In the above interaction, we first run the pause_daemon normally, show that we can quickly and easily locate its PID,
and then kill it off. In the second run, we launch the pause_daemon through mimic and suddenly pgrep can no longer
find it. If we look at our running processes, we see the apache thread referenced in the introduction. This is mimic’s
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default string for representing any process. It is very important to note that this string can be any string you want.
In this next example, we’ll launch a couple more pause daemons and demonstrate.

We still see the old default “apache2” thread from before (because we didn’t kill it), but now we launch our
pause_daemon three more times: once mimicking the legitimate systemd user process, once with a friendly string
assuring the admin that this isn’t malware, and finally with the process name set to a string of random bytes. It’s also
important to note that even though mimic is messing with our pause_daemon’s internals rather severely, the
pause_daemon in each case is still aware of what its name is and what its arguments are.
A simple malicious daemon is nice, but there is a more complex case that is far more common. Here we will use mimic
to hide a reverse shell connection with netcat.
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At this point, I have a fully functioning reverse shell calling back from this host. Let’s explain what happened here:
• We looked at the current list of processes we own. All of them are legitimate.
• We launched mimic with the ‘-d’ daemon flag so it would disassociate from our tty.
• This first mimic then launched netcat to connect back to our command and control (C2) server, and per our
instruction, became a daemon and dropped to the background.
• Upon successful connect back, we have instructed netcat to run mimic again, but without arguments this time.
We are keeping the second call simple for readability. When no ‘-e’ flag is given, mimic defaults to /bin/bash.
(This is configurable at launch time if you prefer another default executable.)
Next let’s demonstrate using mimic to launch a script instead of an executable. Consider the following reverse_shell.py
python script:

Let’s now use it to open a reverse shell back to our C2 server.
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The order of events here is:
• We used our Python script to open a reverse shell to our C2 to demonstrate the normal case.
• After showing its process listing, we exited from that shell.
• Then we launched the same reverse shell script, but this time through mimic. Note that in order for mimic to
work with the script we only needed to invoke the script interpreter directly.
• In the resulting process display, we see three apache2 threads. One is Python, one is mimic itself, and one is the
/bin/bash shell presented back to our C2.
Next, let’s look at the default behavior if you happen to have access to the root account on the compromised host. We
will return to our pause_daemon for this example.

Do you see it? We’ve given you a hint by only selecting the kworker kernel threads. 😊 When mimic detects it is
running as UID 0, it selects a different default string and pretends to be a kernel thread. The PID (1472) may be a sign
that this is not a real kworker, but we can change that too.

set_target_pid: Usage
The mimic repository contains a second helper program called set_target_pid. It’s very simple. It performs a PID
exhaustion attack on the system until you wrap around and are back at the PID you requested (or as close as it can get,
if it’s already in use). Luckily in the modern era, fork() child calls are actually lightweight clone() calls under the hood,
so child death is lightweight, and ultimately this attack is quite fast.
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• We listed our current processes. Note that the ps itself is PID 1494.
• We ran set_target_pid to exhaust PIDs until they wrapped around, so that the next process launched would be
at or near 509. This exhaustion attack took 25 seconds on a Debian VM running inside of a laptop.
• The next process listing shows that ps is now PID 510.
• We ran set_target_pid again to reset to the original range of 1437. Note that because we didn’t have to exhaust
all PIDs and wrap around, this command took less than one second.
• Now in the final process listing we see ps is once again back at 1438.

Putting it all together.
Let’s connect the pieces. We’ll use mimic and set_target_pid as root to open a reverse shell back to our C2.
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• We checked the latest PID assigned, 3547.
• We copied the payload binaries to root’s home directory to simplify the next command.
• We set the target PID to 1, launched our reverse shell, then slept for 5 seconds (to let mimic/netcat catch up as
they are now daemons running in the background), and finally reset the PIDs.
Can you tell which are the malicious processes? The VSZ entries are a big giveaway.
Ultimately, it is best to think of mimic as a type of camouflage, not invisibility. It should look harmless enough that
nobody thinks to dig deeper. If they do dig, a good forensic analyst will be able to figure it out. For more on this, read
the section below for the Blue Team.

Red Team Developers
In this section, we will discuss OS internals to demonstrate how these tools work, and what the broader implications
are for Linux malware.

mimic: Under the Hood
In order to understand what is happening with mimic, it is important to understand two concepts:
• What is the proc filesystem and how does it work?
• What is ptrace and how can it be leveraged to perform systems programming in the context of another process?

procfs
The proc filesystem in Linux is a data abstraction allowing users to query the kernel for information about the OS and
its current list of running processes using only the standard filesystem system calls: open(), read(), write(), and close().
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The important idea is that all information about a process comes from its entry in /proc. Every time you run top or ps,
those tools are reading the proc filesystem.
The data put forward in that /proc entry may come from the kernel, but the kernel is just reporting on the internal
state of the process, which we control. Of particular interest here is where the name of the process comes from. There
are two spots in /proc that contain name information, and they represent different sources in memory, so we will have
to alter both to get our malicious /proc entry to lie.
Consider the following simple hello_pause.c program:

We are calling pause() here to allow us to go examine the program’s /proc entries.

• We ran our hello_pause program, then backgrounded it so we could go examine its /proc structures.
• We asked pgrep for its PID, which we are told is 3573. This also means its proc entry is at /proc/3573/.
• The two interesting files are cmdline (which doesn’t have a newline at the end, thus the additional echo for
readability) and stat.
One of the two mechanisms for changing your name is by using the prctl() syscall to register the change with the
kernel. Consider our revised hello_pause.c program:
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We can already see a strange effect. pgrep can no longer find the hello_pause program, though a quick ps makes it
obvious to us. One is referencing one source in /proc, and the other, another. Let’s continue into /proc and dig some
more.

As you can see, the internal kernel structure that represents this process has successfully been changed through the
prctl() syscall, and this is represented to userland through the /proc/PID/stat file.
Now let’s explore where the /proc/PID/cmdline file gets its data. Let’s update our hello_world.c program and go play:
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It should come as no surprise, but the command line arguments referenced in /proc/PID/cmdline are the actual
arguments themselves coming straight from the argv argument vector at the base of our processes stack. This is a very
special spot that the kernel will reference in cmdline permanently after launch. We control this space!
This is what I refer to as “the mimic maneuver”. You don’t need my mimic tool to do this. Any piece of malware can
hide itself using this methodology:
• Register the new name with the kernel through the prctl() syscall.
• Copy the new name/args into the stack at the location of argv.
It should be noted that you may want to alter the name not to hide it, but for some sort of injection attack, whether
mysql, code, xss, or some other. At one point, I had put together a PoC memory image with a malicious anti-forensic
process mimicked in it that tickled a bug in a popular memory forensics tool by using path traversal to overwrite
arbitrary files on the forensic analyst’s workstation. Be creative!
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So, why does the mimic program I’ve written exist? If any piece of malware can do this, why do we need this separate
tool? Because, adding this “mimic maneuver” technique to your malware only solves a specific problem, hiding that
one malicious process. The mimic program is intended as a general solution. With it, you can hide all malicious
processes, including system binaries like netcat, Python, or bash. But in order to understand how that works, we
should now explore ptrace and the idea of systems programming in the context of a different process than our own.

ptrace
ptrace is the debug interface to userland processes provided by the Linux kernel. It is a system call, and it is extremely
powerful. All Linux hackers would do well to go and study it. (GDB is just a UI frontend for ptrace.)
In addition to the ptrace() manpage, which is notable in its detail, the best introduction to ptrace that I've seen comes
in the form of two articles by Pradeep Padala dating back to 2002. (Links to these articles are included at the end of
this writeup.)
ptrace is powerful enough that it will allow us to make system calls in the context of the traced process. This means we
should be able to do full systems programming within the context of the traced process. The only issue being the
complexity of using ptrace along with the amount of bookkeeping needed to do this without crashing the traced
process. To overcome this, I wrote a wrapper library for ptrace to handle this exact case, ptrace_do (available in my
github.) After completing the ptrace_do library, I examined the security implications of malware that could hook a
legitimate process and inject syscalls in Linux. In this school of thought, I’ve written three tools as PoCs that leverage
ptrace_do to demonstrate some of the broader implications of malicious ptrace usage. A few examples are:
• mimic: Covert Execution
• shelljack: TTY Hijacking
• sigsleeper: Custom Signal Handler Injection
ptrace_do allows us to offload the heavy lifting of ptrace management and focus just on the technique we described
above. As such, the control flow of the mimic code is as follows:
fork() a child process which then exec()s our payload.
The parent then uses ptrace_do to:
●

ptrace() attach to the child.

●

Tell the child process to prctl() request a new name.
○

Allocate a new memory segment in the child process.

○

Copy the correct and true argv into this new memory range.
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○

Copy the false mimicked argv into the base of the stack.

○

Step through the program looking for the entry point to main().

○

Upon finding main(), change the char **argv pointer to point to the new true argv we setup earlier.

○

ptrace() detach from the child.

At this point, the child process will run as normal, unaware that anything strange has happened and even unaware of
its own deception (as its reference pointer to argv is internally consistent and does not contain the lie.)

Blue Team
In this section, we will discuss the limitations of the mimic methodology, how to manually detect this in an
environment, and tooling to perform these searches at scale.

Manual detection
Mimic can alter the reported name of a process, but not necessarily its other aspects in /proc. One notable method that
a Blue Team can utilize to manually analyze a process is to list the contents of its /proc/[PID]/exe.
/proc/[PID]/exe is useful for reporting the symlink to the backing binary of the executable. Running mimic on a
process would alter its reported short name in /proc/[PID]/stat, however, not its backed binary for the executable. It
is important to note that through the prctl() syscall it is possible to change this symlink to report false information that
aligns with what the process is mimicked to be, though this is non-trivial. Additionally, direct invocation of the
interpreter (in the case of a script) or the system loader (in the case of an elf binary), while detectable, can further
obscure the source of the malware.
An example using our previous environment and executables can be seen as follows:
Simply running the pause_daemon and reporting the running processes through ps will result in the expected listing
of the pause_daemon running.
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Mimicking the program will result in its command name being reported as the default apache2 webserver.

A Blue Team analyst looking into a process’ /proc/[PID]/ directory is able to manually search for indicators that reveal
the process has been obfuscated to avoid detection. Checking the short name in /proc/[PID]/stat should align with the
name of the backed binary to the executable in /proc/[PID]/exe; however, as we see in the case of the default
pause_daemon example, the backed binary indicates suspicious activity.

The technique of checking /proc for conflicting information reported about a process is useful, but difficult at scale. It
is only actionable if there is suspicion that a particular process is using the mimic technique.
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Scalable detection
For a more scalable solution, we can use a tool such as osquery. An open source tool developed by Facebook, osquery
is a lightweight and scalable program that turns a filesystem into a database that can be queried. Not only does
osquery support an interactive shell, but more usefully, a daemon process that can be set up with configurations to
query the filesystem at intervals. When backed by a database, osquery is also able to report change events in the
filesystem, such as new processes or network connections.
In the following example, the pause_daemon process is again being mimicked and is reporting being an apache2
webserver.

Using osquery, we are able to query the filesystem to report the process name (from /proc/[PID]/stat), path (from
/proc/[PID]/exe), and cmdline (from /proc/[PID]/cmdline). As detailed earlier, mimic is correctly able to alter the
reported short name from stat. The cmdline reporting is also fooled by the obfuscation technique. Path, being backed
by /proc/[PID]/exe, displays the symlinked binary as the pause_daemon.

The scalable power of using osquery as a detection method for mimic would come from combining the above queries
(without the specified PID) to run over all new processes. The daemon is easily configurable to run scans (either
queries or YARA rules) on process events (i.e. when a new PID is created and a process is started). The results can diff
between the name and path to detect if they match, and if not, alert suspicion.
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We can use more advanced techniques for cases where /proc/pid/exe has also been altered. Osquery can be configured
to determine which open file descriptors a process has. In the case of /bin/bash, a useful heuristic for identifying this
shell is that it opens file descriptors 0, 1, 2, and 255 by default. If a /bin/bash process is being mimicked, then osquery
could alert to suspicion. If this file descriptor heuristic is present, however, the name and path won’t correlate to a
bash shell.

Scalable solutions ultimately exist for Blue Teams to detect and alert upon processes that follow suspicious mimic
indicators for obfuscating themselves.

Conclusion
mimic is a useful tool for Red Teams during the post-exploitation phase of their engagement, camouflaging malware to
look like legitimate processes. The mimic tool represents an underlying mimic technique that all Linux malware can
perform to evade detection. Detection of the simple forms of this technique can be achieved at scale by Blue Teams
using tools such as osquery and yara. Advanced forms of the mimic technique would still prove challenging to detect
without more significant analysis, such as memory forensics.
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On The Web
• @emptymonkey’s tools
• github.com/emptymonkey
• github.com/emptymonkey/mimic
• github.com/emptymonkey/ptrace_do
• github.com/emptymonkey/shelljack
• github.com/emptymonkey/sigsleeper
• ptrace() tutorials by Pradeep Padala
• Playing with ptrace, Part I
• Playing with ptrace, Part II
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[Hakin9 Magazine]: Hello Paul! Thank you for

[H9]: Where did the idea of creating your project

agreeing to the interview, we are honoured!

come from?

How have you been doing? Can you tell us
something about yourself?

[PER]: The idea of a such project came from a white
paper written by Bram Bonné, Peter Quax and Wim

[Paul-Emmanuel Raoul]: Hello Hakin9 Magazine.

Lamotte and entitled “YOUR MOBILE PHONE IS A

Thanks to you for this interview and to your readers for

TRAITOR! RAISING AWARENESS ON UBIQUITOUS

having chosen my tool! I’ve been doing really well but

PRIVACY ISSUES WITH SASQUATCH”. This paper

very busy, working on lots of exciting projects, which is

describes a system called SASQUATCH, used to collect

a good thing in the end. I like to describe myself as a

and infer user information based on the Wi-Fi probe

self-educated technology and science lover with a

requests it captures. The paper presents the use case

deep passion for IT, information security and

of inferring the different locations a user has previously

open-source software and obsessed by automation. I’m

been to, relying on the online service WIGLE.net for

currently based in Dublin and work as a Senior

the Wi-Fi access points’ location. When I read the

Associate Security Engineer at Workday.

paper for the first time, I thought exploiting the

[H9]: Can you tell us more about about your
project?
[PER]: ProbeQuest is a toolkit written in Python and
used to sniff and display the Wi-Fi probe requests
passing near your wireless interface. They are sent by a
station to elicit information about access points, in

information contained inside the probe requests would
be really interesting and powerful, and certainly not
limited to inferring the previous locations. I couldn’t
find any trace of SASQUATCH online so I decided to
write my own tool and to share it with the community.

[H9]: What was the most challenging part in
creating your project?

particular to determine if an access point is present or
not in the nearby environment. Some devices (mostly

[PER]: The only real challenge was to find the time to

smartphones and tablets) use these requests to

implement all the features I planned to add, and it is

determine if one of the networks they have previously

still the case as ProbeQuest is a young software waiting

been connected to is in range, leaking their preferred

to be improved. It is not always easy to juggle between

network list (PNL) and, therefore, your personal

a lot of different projects, professional or not, and it is

information. So far with ProbeQuest, you can visualise

what I am doing these days. I am preparing two

either the raw probe requests captured by your Wi-Fi

conferences as a speaker, writing security tutorials and

antenna or the PNL of the Wi-Fi devices around you.

hacking challenges for the Avatao platform (you should
try it if you don’t already know it!), working on an online
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course creation about security... But I like to be busy. It

[H9]: Have you thought about potential ways to

keeps me motivated!

secure someone from your own invention?

[H9]: What about the feedback from github

[PER]: Actually, there are two ways to mitigate the leak

community? Does it influence your software?

of information caused by an aggressive use of probe

[PER]: As of today, the project has several tens of stars
on GitHub and some users have reported issues. It is a
good signal from the community that the project is
used and appreciated. As a result, I try to keep the
development of ProbeQuest at the top of my todo list.

requests as far as I know. First, don't use probe
requests at all for discovering new access points. For
that, either your operating system doesn't use them for
this purpose by default or you can install a third-party
software to change its behaviour. Secondly, use a
random source MAC address for each probe request

[H9]: Have you heard any discussions about

sent to elicit the presence of an access point. This way,

potential uses you haven’t thought of?

it’s no longer possible for a third party to link probe

[PER]: Not so far but I would love to. Actually, I have
planned to add a RESTful API to ProbeQuest. This way,
it would be easy for a new developer to add new
features on top of it.

[H9]: Any plans for the future? Are you planning
to expand your tool, add new features?

requests to a specific device.

[H9]: How can people find you and your project?
[PER]: All my social links and contact addresses are on
my personal website: https://blog.skyplabs.net. Feel
free to send me a message, even just to say hello!

[H9]: Do you have any thoughts or experiences

[PER]: Yes! I have already planned to add a bunch of

you would like to share with our audience? Any

new features to ProbeQuest. One of them would be a

good advice?

RESTful API to be able to develop a web interface and
thus to take advantage of a map view to display the
locations a user has previously been to. Also, I would
like to see ProbeQuest added to Kali Linux in the
future.

[PER]: Don’t be scared to share your work, knowledge
or experience publicly. No one knows everything and
we all make mistakes. It is the best way to get
constructive feedback from the community and to learn
even more things than you have even expected.
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What is ProbeQuest?
ProbeQuest is a free and open-source toolkit written in Python allowing you to sniff and display the Wi-Fi probe
requests passing near your wireless interface.

What are Wi-Fi probe requests?
Probe requests are sent by a station to elicit information about access points, in particular to determine if an access
point is present or not in the nearby environment. Some devices (mostly smartphones and tablets) use these requests
to determine if one of the networks they have previously been connected to is in range, leaking their preferred network
list (PNL) and, therefore, your personal information.
Below is a typical Wi-Fi authentication process between a mobile station (for example, your smartphone) and an
access point (AP):
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Step 1 is optional (and therefore, step 2) since the access points announce their presence by broadcasting their name
(ESSID) using beacon frames. Consequently, it is not necessary to rely on probe requests to get the list of the access
points available. It is a design choice that, although it speeds up the discovery process, causes privacy and security
issues.
ProbeQuest can be used to leverage this leak of information to conduct diverse social engineering and network attacks.

Installation
To install ProbeQuest, it is recommended to use pip to get the future updates:
sudo pip3 install --upgrade probequest
However, if you prefer to install it from its source code:
git clone https://github.com/SkypLabs/probequest.git
cd probequest
sudo pip3 install --upgrade .

Usage
Enabling the monitor mode
To be able to sniff the probe requests, your Wi-Fi network interface must be set to monitor mode.
With ifconfig and iwconfig
sudo ifconfig <wireless interface> down
sudo iwconfig <wireless interface> mode monitor
sudo ifconfig <wireless interface> up
For example:
sudo ifconfig wlan0 down
sudo iwconfig wlan0 mode monitor
sudo ifconfig wlan0 up
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With airmon-ng from aircrack-ng
To kill all the interfering processes:
sudo airmon-ng check kill
To enable the monitor mode:
sudo airmon-ng start <wireless interface>
For example:
sudo airmon-ng start wlan0

Example of use
To sniff all the raw probe requests passing near your Wi-Fi network interface:
sudo probequest -i wlan0
Here is a sample output:
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It is possible to filter the output with different parameters:

Argument

Description

Example

--essid, -e

Space-separated list of ESSIDs
to be filtered. Useful when you
want to get a list of the devices
trying to connect to specific
access points.

sudo probequest -i
wlan0 -e “STARBUCKSFREE-WIFI”

--regex, -r

Same as --essid but using a
regular expression.

sudo probequest -i
wlan0 -r "iPhone"

--station, -s

Space-separated list of the
MAC addresses to be filtered.
Useful when you want to focus
on the networks a specific
device tries to connect to.

sudo probequest -i
wlan0 -s “4a:
02:8e:d4:ee:12”

--exclude

Space-separated list of the
MAC addresses to exclude
from the output.

sudo probequest -i
wlan0 --exclude “4a:
02:8e:d4:ee:12”

The output can be saved into a CSV file using the --output parameter:
sudo probequest -i wlan0 -o output_1.csv
Finally, a TUI is available to display the PNL of the nearby devices based on the captured probe requests:
sudo probequest -i wlan0 --mode pnl
Here is a sample output of the PNL viewer:
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As said in the interview, ProbeQuest is still a young project, so more features to come.

Use case
Let's consider the following simple scenario inspired from a real data collection (the data have been anonymised): a
device tries to connect to John's iPhone, CompanyX_staff, STARBUCKS-FREE-WIFI and VM21ECAB2. Based on this
information, several assumptions can be made:
●

The device owner's name is John.

●

The device is set in English and its owner speaks this language (otherwise it would have been iPhone de John in
French, iPhone von John in German, etc).

●

The device should be a laptop trying to connect to an iPhone in hotspot mode. The owner has consequently at
least two devices and is nomad.

●

The owner works for CompanyX.

●

The owner frequents coffee shops, in particular StarBucks.

●

The owner is used to connecting to open Wi-Fi access points.

●

VM21ECAB2 seems to be a home access point and is the only one in the device's PNL. It is likely the owner's
place and, consequently, the device's owner is a customer of Virgin Media.
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As you can see, the amount of data inferred from these four probe requests is already impressive, but we can go
further. Relying on a database of Wi-Fi access points’ location, such as WIGLE.net, it becomes possible to determine
the places the device’s owner has previously been to. VM21ECAB2 should be a unique name, easily localisable on a
map. Same for CompanyX_staff. If this last one is not unique (because CompanyX has several offices), crossing the
data we have can help us in our investigation. For example, if CompanyX is present in several countries, we can
assume that the device’s owner lives in a country where both CompanyX and Virgin Media are present. Once we have
determined which office it is, we can suppose that the device’s owner is used to stopping in StarBucks located on their
way from home to their office.
Profiling a person is the first step to conduct a social engineering attack. The more we know about our target, the
better chance the attack has to succeed. Also, because we know which Wi-Fi access points our target’s devices will try
to connect to, an evil twin attack is conceivable.

Mitigation techniques
As far as I know, there are two mitigation techniques:
• Don’t use probe requests at all. It is by far the most efficient way not to leak any piece of information. As said
earlier, it is not necessary to rely on probe requests to get the list of the nearby access points since they
broadcast their name by themselves.
• Randomise the source MAC address of each probe request sent. This way, it’s no longer possible for a third
party to link probe requests to a specific device based on the Wi-Fi data collected. However, using a
Software-Defined Radio to capture RF metadata such as the frequency offset, it would be possible to
fingerprint each Wi-Fi packet and so each Wi-Fi device, regardless of their source MAC address (this technique
will be implemented in ProbeQuest).
In practice, you can install Wi-Fi Privacy Police from F-Droid or the Play Store to prevent your Android devices from
leaking their PNL.
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Once installed, the Privacy protection option should be switched on.
On iOS, the source MAC address is randomised since iOS 8.
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Purpose of Project
Security is essential. Both regular and corporate users do not want to risk their files, projects, privacy, or money
(sometimes a lot of money) using a system with vulnerabilities. A report from Kaspersky shows that infrastructure
security is one of the highest concerns in data center operations, and data security is the number one data center
problem [1]. At the same time, the number of cyberattacks, in all of its forms [2], has increased in the last years. As an
example, the number of attacks with exploits increased more than 20% in 2016, reaching almost 30% among
corporate users [3]. Regarding the impacts, consider the recent WannaCry ransomware of 2017. It affected various
organizations in more than 150 countries[4], including the National Health Service (NHS) in the U.K., compromising
more than 600 primary care organizations and escalating its impacts to human lives [5]. Cyber attacks also have
economic consequences. The average total cost of cyber crime has increased from $7.2M U.S. in 2013 to $11.7M U.S. in
2017 [6]. For example, in 2016, the University of Calgary paid a ransom of $20,000 Canadian dollars ($15,000 U.S.) to
avoid having data encrypted after a ransomware attack [7]. Other types of losses are even worse than the financial one
because they cannot be measured in dollars, such as the loss of customers or trust in an organization.
There are three key problems in the cybersecurity field that are difficult to address. Firstly, system vulnerabilities are
hard to detect and fix. The operating system Linux, for example, has some security flaws even though anyone can have
access to its source code to detect and fix vulnerabilities [8]. Secondly, errare humanum est (From Latin: To err is
human). Using weak passwords, opening a phishing e-mail, or forgetting to turn a firewall on, are examples of human
mistakes that can lead to catastrophic consequences [9]. Thirdly, it costs a lot to hire cybersecurity experts. A report by
Robert Walters, a specialist professional recruitment consultancy, shows a 7% increase in the salary of cybersecurity
experts worldwide in 2018 [10][11].
Defense Matrix is a security suite for Linux. It includes essential tools and functionalities to protect Linux and Unix
servers against some forms of attacks. The idea behind Defense Matrix is to prevent the creation of well-known Linux
vulnerabilities by assisting users, directly or indirectly, when a key change in the system takes place. For instance,
some users are unaware of the difference between binding the MySQL service to the port 0.0.0.0 or to the port
127.0.0.1. Binding the service to the former port, which is the default setting, does not restrict which IPs can try to
access the server. In contrast, binding the service to the latter port ensures that only the localhost has the privileges to
try to access MySQL. To address this possible vulnerability, Defense Matrix enables a firewall that, by default, filters
unwanted external connections that could possibly exploit the MySQL service.
Defense Matrix is focused on novice users in Linux or server security. These users may be overwhelmed by the amount
of information necessary to setup a safe system or server. The security suite ensures that some basic actions are taken,
and, as a consequence, offers a good level of protection. Defense Matrix also focuses on users who do not have the time
or resources to spend on Linux or server security. Some users have some background knowledge on cybersecurity, but
would prefer to outsource these functionalities. Other users simply do not possess the means to hire a knowledgeable
individual to work on the best practices of cybersafety. The security suite provides quick and simple checks that
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enhance a system’s security while requiring minimal effort. Lastly, Defense Matrix is open-source, which means that
security contributors are welcome to investigate, comment, and improve the tools and functionalities offered.
In conclusion, Defense Matrix improves Linux or server cybersecurity by mapping well-known vulnerabilities and
applying simple countermeasures to mitigate them. Although new vulnerabilities are difficult to find and fix, Defense
Matrix ensures that some well-documented ones do not pose a risk to the current system. Defense Matrix also assists
users to implement security best practices and not to forget them, avoiding human error. Lastly, the tools and
functionalities that Defense Matrix provides are free of charge and accessible to anyone. The resources required to
improve cybersecurity are minimized.

Usage
Installing Defense Matrix
Since we want to make it easy to install Defense Matrix, we try to make the installation process as short, easy, and
intuitive as possible. It takes only one command to install the entire security suite, and all the initial configurations are
set using the guided installation wizard.
You can use different commands to download and execute the installation script. Below are two examples. The first
use uses curl and the second uses wget. You need to have corresponding software (curl / wget) installed on your
computer.
Download and execute the installation script via curl.
$ sudo sh -c "$(curl -fsSL
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/K4YT3X/DefenseMatrix/master/quickinstall.sh)"
Download and execute the installation script via wget.
$ sudo sh -c "$(wget
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/K4YT3X/DefenseMatrix/master/quickinstall.sh -O -)"
The installation wizard begins after downloading and executing the installation script.
Dependencies are installed through package managers (e.g. apt, yum, packman) if they are not present in the
system. Some tools like tripwire or scutum need to be configured during the installation. The instructions are
simple and users do not need advanced knowledge to configure them.
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Installation Completed Screenshot
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Defense Matrix notifies the user when the installation is complete. At this point, all of the necessary tools are installed.
However, the user might still need to make some adjustments. For example, the user has to define which ports needs
to be opened on the firewall, and the security audit has to be executed manually in the current version of Defense
Matrix.

Uninstalling Defense Matrix
Removing Defense Matrix from the system is simple. Just execute the following command and Defense Matrix will be
removed entirely from your system.
sudo DefenseMatrix --uninstall

Server Ports Management
The system firewall is controlled by ufw, which controls iptables. To make it easier for users, we developed the
openport and the closeport commands for express operations.
$ openport 445 3389

# Open port 445 and 3389 for both TCP and UDP

$ closeport 3306 25565

# Close port 3306 and 25565 for both TCP and UDP

Server Security Auditing
Defense Matrix recommends using tiger to audit the system. It contains and controls multiple security auditing tools
(e.g. tripwire), and checks for anything suspicious or that needs adjustments in the system (e.g. change of critical
system commands, risky configuration files, etc.).
Running tiger is simple. Just run the tiger command with root privilege and wait for the auditing process to
finish. It generates a report when the auditing is done. tiger saves the report to a file and the user can view it with his
or her favorite text editor.
$ sudo tiger
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Tiger Screenshot

Future Work
In the near future, the goal is to optimize the code, thus making the software more compact and stable. We are also
looking into including more tools in the group of functionalities that Defense Matrix already has.
One of the goals of Defense Matrix is to provide cybersecurity in a simple way. An interactive interface between the
suite and the user simplifies the initial setup while allowing some degree of customization. Users just need to answer
simple questions about the level of protection or firewall settings to have a security solution tailored to their needs.
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Defense Matrix is an open-source project that welcomes new contributions from developers of any level of expertise.
Future plans for the project include encouraging contributions from beginners and experts in security with respect to
development and testing.
Lastly, the future is quantum. Defense Matrix plans to lead the way in quantum technology by creating discussions
about quantum computing, researching about quantum algorithms, and including implementations of these
algorithms.

Contact Info
We are always looking for ideas to improve our project, so your feedback is important to us. Feel free to contact us at
any time to leave suggestions, comments, complaints, or contributions.

Contact Us
• Contact us email: narexium@gmail.com
• Find us on Telegram: @k4yt3x
• Join our XMPP server: debates.im (under construction)
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